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Abstract 

This research examines severe mental illness (SMI) and avoidable emergency 

department (ED) utilization among Kansas Medicaid beneficiaries. We compared SMI 

and non-SMI subgroups in relation to ED rates and proportion of avoidable or 

ambulatory care sensitive (ACS) visits over time. We also evaluated the distribution of 

visits over the course of a year as well as the effect of SMI on ED and ACS ED visits. 

Finally, we compared clinical reasons behind ACS visits for the SMI and non-SMI 

subgroups.  

Paper one evaluated ED utilization and ACS ED use from a longitudinal 

perspective for the SMI and non-SMI subgroups. ED visit rates for the SMI group were 

approximately two times higher than the non-SMI group, year over year. Rates for the 

non-SMI group peaked in 2010, while they peaked for the SMI group in 2011. The 

proportion of visits considered ACS by the NYU ED algorithm were higher each year for 

the non-SMI group in comparison to the SMI group. However, for both subgroups, ACS 

visit rates slightly declined from 2007-2012. Although rates are not rising, they are still 

concerning at current levels. 

 The second study suggests that, although beneficiaries with SMI use the ED more 

than individuals without SMI, they do not use it more for ACS visits. SMI significantly 

increased the likelihood of an ED visit but it did not do so for an ACS ED visit. There was 

also a significant positive association between primary care utilization and ED use as 

well as ACS ED use. SMI beneficiaries are appropriate targets for policies aimed at 

reducing ED utilization but not ACS ED use.  
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 Finally, we found that the clinical reasons for ACS visits between SMI and non-

SMI beneficiaries are mostly consistent based on ICD9 diagnosis codes. ACS visits are 

also highly concentrated among these ICD9 codes. Common conditions for ACS 

categories regardless of SMI status include asthma, upper respiratory conditions, 

abdominal issues, and diabetes. A strategy focused on targeting individuals by chronic 

condition in order to reduce ACS visits may be more successful than one zeroing in on 

SMI status. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Background  

In 2006, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) published a report on the future of 

emergency medicine in the United States and warned that it was reaching its “breaking 

point” (The Institute of Medicine, 2006). Rising utilization, nationwide closures, and an 

increase in safety-net care provided by the emergency department (ED) together 

created significant pressure on the emergency care system. Overall, the demand for ED 

services was outstripping its capacity, creating an environment that was not conducive 

to the emergency department’s intended function. Despite this alarming report, we still 

do not know how to fully solve the problems surrounding ED utilization, or whom these 

types of policies should target.  

Although researchers have investigated various aspects of emergency care, there 

is much to be learned about the ED and its users. Utilization has been studied from a 

broad perspective but the landscape surrounding ED use by certain populations and 

subgroups is not fully understood. The characteristics and health status of individuals 

who most often use the ED for non-urgent issues, for example, is less established than 

the role of insurance coverage or income level. When analyzed using Anderson’s model 

of healthcare utilization, certain groups of factors have been more extensively studied 

than others (Andersen & Newman, 1973). Many of the basic predisposing and enabling 

elements associated with an increase in utilization have been studied at length, but the 

examination of health-based or need characteristics influencing ED use is still in its 
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infancy. In the absence of a full understanding of this information, it will be difficult to 

devise an effective solution that addresses the utilization problems facing the ED. 

The Role of the ED 

 Modern EDs were developed after World War II in conjunction with the rise of 

hospital-based medicine but their role in the healthcare system has increased and 

expanded over time (Morganti, Bouhoff, & Blanchard, 2013). Unlike other healthcare 

settings, the original purpose of the ED was to treat patients with severe injuries or 

critical illnesses, and respond to unexpected public health emergencies and disasters 

(Delia & Cantor, 2009). Today however, the ED is often used in a different context, as it 

has become the only healthcare setting where patients can be seen at any day or time, 

for any condition, and regardless of a patient’s ability to pay. This legal requirement, 

known as the federal Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA) 

mandates that all hospitals participating in the Medicare program must evaluate and 

provide stabilizing treatments for emergency conditions regardless of an individual’s 

insurance status or ability to pay (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, 2012). 

EMTALA has significantly altered the role of the ED. While it still functions as a 

site of care catered toward serious illness and injuries, the emergency department has 

also taken on the expanded role of providing care for those with less urgent conditions 

and for patients unable to visit a primary care physician or other site of care. For this 

reason, today many policymakers and researchers refer to the ED as the “safety net for 

the safety net”(Siegel, 2004).   
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ED Utilization, Mental Health, and Medicaid 

 The ED is undoubtedly a sector of the healthcare industry necessitating 

additional research, novel interventions, and policy changes. Studying the ED in its 

entirety, however, is inefficient and redundant. There are certain elements of 

emergency utilization such as the role of insurance, gender, and primary care provider 

(PCP) access that have been studied repeatedly. In order to move the study of ED 

utilization forward, more specific research examining high-impact groups is needed. 

These high-impact groups are comprised of individuals who are expected to use the ED 

frequently or more inappropriately than others, resulting in excessive cost and 

negatively impacting ED capacity constraints. Two such subgroups are individuals with a 

severe mental illness (SMI) and individuals with Medicaid coverage.  

 Individuals with SMI have different healthcare needs than those without such 

conditions. They have high rates of co-occurring chronic conditions and are twice as 

likely to experience barriers to care such as cost or access (Dickerson et al., 2003; Druss 

& Rosenheck, 1998; J. Sokal et al., 2004). Simultaneously, those with SMI are high users 

of overall healthcare services when compared to the general population (Hackman et 

al., 2006; Nossel et al., 2010). SMI also contributes to an increased risk of non-

psychiatric hospitalizations, ED utilization, and a longer than average ED length of stay 

(Fogarty, Sharma, Chetty, & Culpepper, 2008; Little, Clasen, Hendricks, & Walker, 2011). 

Medicaid beneficiaries with SMI have been found to have high levels of outpatient 

services including the ED, but low levels of preventive and primary care (Berren, 

Santiago, Zent, & Carbone, 1999; Salsberry, Chipps, & Kennedy, 2005).  In summary, 
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people with SMI tend to use more healthcare and more outpatient services in particular. 

Since they may also experience barriers to preventive services, we can expect 

individuals with SMI to use the ED for routine, non-emergency type care. 

 Like people with SMI, Medicaid beneficiaries are a unique subpopulation that is 

susceptible to high rates of ED utilization. Medicaid beneficiaries have multiple chronic 

conditions, poor overall health status, and frequently experience barriers to preventive 

care and behavioral health services (Cheung, Wiler, Lowe, & Ginde, 2012; The Kaiser 

Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured, 2013; The Kaiser Family Foundation, 

2014). Medicaid beneficiaries are the highest users of ED services for non-urgent and 

frequent care but the variation within this population is unknown (Hunt, Weber, 

Showstack, Colby, & Callaham, 2006; Sharma et al., 2000; Suruda, Burns, Knight, & 

Dean, 2005; Wolfson, Schrager, Khanna, Coates, & Kipke, 2012; Zuckerman & Shen, 

2004). Medicaid beneficiaries are more likely to have multiple visits to the emergency 

department than those with private insurance and the uninsured. In 2007, nearly 25% of 

children and 40% of adults with Medicaid coverage had at least one ED visit during the 

course of the year.  Furthermore, 5% of Medicaid beneficiaries during this twelve month 

period had four or more ED visits compared to 2% of the uninsured and 1% of the 

privately insured (Garcia, 2010) population. 

 Past healthcare utilization trends and ED use for Medicaid beneficiaries and 

individuals with SMI support the need to investigate further the way in which these 

groups use emergency services. Due to their health conditions and obstacles in 
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obtaining primary care it is probable to expect these individuals to use the ED for non-

urgent reasons. 

Research Aims 

 A better understanding of the healthcare utilization landscape requires a more 

in-depth look at emergency department services and trends. In order to address 

unnecessary ED use indicated by national surveys and reviews, we need to know who is 

using emergency care and why. Although utilization policies may be a necessary 

component of cost reform, they must be targeted at the appropriate populations and 

behaviors in order to maximize their efficiency and effectiveness. If the increase in ED 

visits over the last several decades is due to a rise in trauma, natural disasters, and true 

emergencies, then there is a need to reevaluate capacity, ED operations, staffing, and 

hospital specific elements. If, however, the rise in ED care is associated with an increase 

in use for other, less appropriate reasons, then solutions to the problem must address 

patients’ behavior and access to other, more appropriate healthcare settings. These 

policies would emphasize individual characteristics such as environmental factors, social 

constraints, and specific diseases that influence patients’ choice to utilize the ED when 

other forms of healthcare would be more suitable. 

 This dissertation will help us more fully understand the wider ED utilization 

problem. In particular, it will assess the appropriateness of ED visits for a subset of the 

population. This group is known to be a high-cost population with high overall 

healthcare utilization, complex healthcare needs, and an increased reliance on the 

safety net. Our specific research questions addressing this topic along with their 
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associated hypotheses found in this dissertation are discussed below. The first research 

question is longitudinal in nature and looks at the same group of individuals over six 

years in order to reveal historical patterns of ED and ACS ED utilization while research 

questions two and three evaluate ED utilization and ACS utilization among only those 

beneficiaries continuously enrolled during one fiscal year. Thus the study populations 

between the research questions differ.  

Research Question 1: 

1a) How does the rate of ED visits for Kansas Medicaid beneficiaries with SMI 

compare to that of beneficiaries without SMI over time for a continuously enrolled 

cohort? 1b) What proportion of historical ED visits for the same SMI and non-SMI 

populations are avoidable or ambulatory care sensitive (ACS) and are these visits 

increasing?  

 This question will be addressed using historical Medicaid claims data. It will 

provide context of the ED and avoidable ED landscape from a trend perspective within a 

continuously eligible group of beneficiaries. Does ED use fluctuate over time for the 

same eligible beneficiaries within Kansas Medicaid? Does the rate differ based on SMI 

status? Is there a rise or decline in avoidable ED use and does it differ based on the 

presence of serious mental illness? These questions will help inform the findings of our 

other research questions by establishing the degree of urgency surrounding problems 

within the ED. It will also add to the literature by providing a much-needed longitudinal 

analysis of ACS visits for a high-risk population. We will use a subset of Medicaid 

beneficiaries who are continuously enrolled over a six-year study period for this set of 
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questions. Thus, we will be able to evaluate the ED utilization and ACS use of the same 

individuals as they age and presumably as their health declines.  

Hypothesis 1: 

 Based on national utilization trends, the aging and increasing health burden of 

the population, and system-wide changes in the healthcare delivery landscape, we 

hypothesize that there will be an increase in both general ED utilization and ACS ED use 

among a cohort of Kansas Medicaid beneficiaries from 2007-2012. We do not 

necessarily expect ED utilization to increase at a faster rate for one group over another. 

In other words, we hypothesize that the 2007-2012 growth rates for the SMI group and 

the remainder of the cohort will be similar.  

Research Question 2: 

 2a) What is the rate of ED visits and ACS ED visits per 1,000 Kansas Medicaid 

beneficiaries (SMI versus non-SMI) during FY2012 2b) What is the distribution of ED 

visits among Kansas Medicaid beneficiaries during FY2012 (SMI versus non-SMI), 2c) 

Does the presence of SMI influence ED utilization among Kansas Medicaid beneficiaries? 

2d) Does the presence of SMI impact the likelihood of an ACS ED visit among Kansas 

Medicaid beneficiaries?  

 Our second research question contains four smaller related questions. It will first 

address and compare basic rates of ED use and ACS ED utilization within one fiscal year. 

Although we will measure rates of ED use and proportion of ACS ED utilization in 

research question one, rates in research question two will differ due to varying 

population selection criteria. Research question one requires a continuously eligible 
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cohort of beneficiaries from FY2007-FY2012 whereas research question two is separate 

and cross-sectional in design and only applies to beneficiaries enrolled for 12 continuous 

months during FY2012. This cross-sectional sample was not pulled from the longitudinal 

population in research question one, but was drawn independently from all FY2012 ABD 

beneficiaries. We then evaluated if the presence of SMI increases the likelihood that an 

individual will use emergency services. Furthermore, we identified the types of ED visits 

common for mental health beneficiaries. Are these visits appropriate or are they linked 

to less urgent or preventable conditions that could have been treated at other, more 

appropriate healthcare settings? Does the presence of an SMI increase the likelihood of 

a non-urgent ED visit?  These questions were answered using an algorithm to classify 

the appropriateness of ED visits. Unlike research question one, this research question is 

cross sectional in nature and will tell us more detailed ED utilization information by SMI 

and non-SMI beneficiaries over the course of one fiscal year.  

Hypothesis 2: 

Individuals with severe mental health conditions differ from Medicaid 

beneficiaries without such conditions. They use more healthcare services overall, but 

often face barriers to preventive and primary care. Furthermore, they tend to have a 

high illness burden and are at risk for other chronic conditions and substance use 

disorders. Based on this information, we anticipate that individuals with SMI will visit 

the ED more often than individuals without mental health issues. We hypothesize that 

mental illness will significantly increase the likelihood of an avoidable ED visit as well. 
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In comparison to research question one, we expect the rates of ED utilization 

and ACS ED utilization for FY2012 in research question two to be lower than those 

presented in research question one. Although both are estimating rates for the same 

fiscal year, the population criteria for the two analyses differ. The cohort in research 

question one is continuously eligible for six years, resulting in a population that meets 

the Medicaid selection criteria for an extended period of time. It does not contain 

beneficiaries who have died during the study period, those who transferred in and out 

of Medicaid periodically, nor does it include those too young to qualify for the cohort 

during FY2007. This group of beneficiaries is aging over the course of the study period 

and are also most likely experiencing a decline in their health. Therefore ED rates and 

ACS ED rates presented for FY2012 in research question one will likely differ from those 

presented for the same fiscal year in research question two. 

Research Question 3: 

What are the most frequently occurring clinical reasons for ACS ED visits within a 

Kansas Medicaid population during FY2012 and do these conditions differ by SMI 

status?  

Hypothesis 3: 

 We anticipate different reasons for ACS visits for beneficiaries with SMI 

compared to those without such conditions. Two factors may play a role in this result. 

First are the previous patterns of healthcare use for persons with SMI and their barriers 

to primary and preventive services. Second is the diversity among the Kansas Medicaid 

ABD population in regards to utilization, demographics, and disease burden. The ABD 
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population consists of beneficiaries with intellectual and developmental disabilities, 

physical disabilities, SMI, older adults in long-term care, and a small group of 

unclassified individuals. These disability subgroups vary in their use of Medicaid 

resources.  It should also be noted that ABD beneficiaries do not include mothers and 

children who are covered by Medicaid (Shireman, Reichard, & Hunt, 2013).  Like 

question two, research question three is also cross sectional. 

 Each chapter following the literature review of this dissertation will address 

these research questions independently. They are designed to contribute to the 

understanding of ACS ED utilization in a slightly different context, each through the 

analysis of claims data for a Medicaid population. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

National ED Utilization Trends 

 Recent national trends highlight the growing tension between ED cost, 

utilization, and capacity. Although the percentage of Americans visiting the ED has 

remained fairly stable over the past 10 years, ED expenditures have nearly doubled. On 

average, the total cost of an ED visit (hospital facility and physician spending) in 2000 

was $546 compared to $969 in 2010. However, during the same ten year period, the 

total number of ED visits has increased 34% (Gindi, Cohen, & Kirzinger, 2012; National 

Center for Health Statistics, 2013) indicating a higher visit rate per person. Between 

1999 and 2010 the national rate of ED visits per 100 persons has increased from 34.2 to 

42.9. Adults between the ages of 25-64 years represented nearly half of all ED visits in 

2010 but children less than 1 year and individuals over 75 had the highest visit rate per 

100 persons (93.1 visits per 100 persons for children under the age of 1, and 63.5 for 

those 75 years old and above). Privately insured patients and those with Medicaid 

coverage comprised the majority of ED visits at 36.9% and 31.4% respectively (Centers 

for Disease Control and Prevention, 2010).    

 The growing number of annual ED visits and changes in ED utilization patterns 

not only impact expenditures, but they also influence ED capacity constraints and 

quality of care. As more individuals seek care and the number of visits per person 

increases, EDs can reach their capacity limit and experience overcrowding (National 

Center for Health Statistics, 2013). This capacity problem is exacerbated by the closure 
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of emergency departments across the US, due in large part to cost considerations. Since 

the late 1990’s, the number of hospitals in the US operating emergency rooms has 

decreased by nearly 11% (National Center for Health Statistics, 2013). Between 1990 

and 2009 one in four non-rural EDs closed. Those at a higher risk of closure included EDs 

that were privately owned, located in a competitive market, EDs with low profit 

margins, and facilities that functioned as a safety net (Hsia, 2011).  

 Nationwide, 40-50% of hospital EDs experience consistent daily overcrowding. 

Urban EDs are especially susceptible to this issue with approximately two-thirds 

reporting overcrowding (Burt & McCaig, 2006; Kaskie et al., 2010). Studies have linked 

overcrowding with longer ED wait times, treatment delays, and increases in the number 

of patients who leave the ED without being seen by a physician. Each of these 

repercussions can ultimately negatively impact quality of care and the health of the 

patient (Burt & McCaig, 2006; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2013). 

Perpetual overcrowding also has the potential to strain the ED’s staff and resources. 

Doing so raises additional concerns about the ability of emergency providers to handle a 

sudden surge in patients in response to a national disaster or public health crisis. In this 

way, overcrowding, closures, and utilization patterns are making it more difficult for the 

ED to perform one of its most critical and necessary functions (Delia & Cantor, 2009). 

 Tied to the issues of ED overcrowding, capacity constraints, and quality of care 

are ambulance diversions. In 2010, one third of all emergency departments diverted 

patients to other locations (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2013). For EDs 

with an annual visit volume over 50,000 patients, this figure is even higher with 46.1% 
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reporting ambulance diversions (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2010). 

According to the National Center for Health Statistics, an ambulance is diverted and 

rerouted to another available hospital every minute in the US (Burt, McCaig, & Valverde, 

2006) increasing transport time on average between 1.7 and 5 minutes per patient 

(Pham, Patel, Millin, Kirsch, & Chanmugam, 2006). These delays result in occupied 

ambulances that are unable to transport other patients with potentially more serious 

life-threatening conditions. Diversions can also impact care treatment time and the 

long-term health outcomes of patients in critical condition (The Institute of Medicine, 

2006). 

Avoidable ED Utilization: Problem 

 The distress surrounding escalating ED costs and utilization is augmented by the 

triage and appropriateness of emergency medicine visits. Although the ED is intended to 

treat seriously ill and critically injured patients, research indicates that some individuals 

use it for less urgent conditions. This use of the ED can partially be linked to a failure of 

the healthcare system to provide appropriate, coordinated, and high quality care for 

individuals with chronic conditions and timely access to care (for example extended 

hours, seeing urgent cases quickly) (Delia & Cantor, 2009). 

Inappropriate ED visits are problematic for a number of reasons.  If EDs are 

occupied by individuals with non-urgent complaints, these facilities are less likely to be 

able to provide care to individuals requiring immediate attention. Non-urgent patients 

add to ED capacity constraints by occupying staff members and draining other limited 

resources. According to the National Hospital Ambulatory Medical Survey, 25.1% of 
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patients visiting the ED in 2010 were seen by a professional within 15 minutes of arrival 

(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2013). In the case of true emergencies, this 

response time could pose serious health risks to patients needing more urgent medical 

care. Individuals utilizing the ED for non-urgent purposes, in effect, “crowd out” those 

who visit the hospital emergency room for life-threatening conditions. Non-urgent 

utilization simply intensifies the problem of ED overcrowding and ultimately impacts 

quality of care. Unlike primary care physicians, providers in the ED are not equipped to 

provide continuous, comprehensive care (New England Healthcare Institute, 2010).  

Avoidable ED utilization is also a financial issue contributing to the overall 

problem of rising US healthcare costs. Emergency care related to minor illnesses and 

injuries tends to be more costly than equivalent care in other ambulatory care settings 

(Morganti et al., 2013; Weinick, Burns, & Mehrotra, 2010). Furthermore, it has been 

estimated that national ED overuse (non-urgent illness/injury and primary care treatable 

visits) represents approximately $38 billion in unnecessary healthcare spending (New 

England Healthcare Institute, 2010).  

Finally, inappropriate ED use signals some type of system-wide problem related 

to access and use of primary care services. As reported by the 2011 National Health 

Interview Survey, approximately 79.9% of all adults who visited the ED did so because 

they did not have access to other providers (Gindi et al., 2012). Other surveys and 

research estimate that nearly half of ED patients cited the inability to make a timely 

appointment and see their healthcare provider as a reason for their visit (Billings, Parikh, 

& Mijanovich, 2000b; D'Avolio, Strumpf, Feldman, Mitchell, & Rebholz, 2013; Gill & 
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Riley, 1996; Hefner, Wexler, & McAlearney, 2014; Redstone, Vancura, Barry, & Kutner, 

2008). Although it is a unique and seemingly isolated setting, the ED is linked to 

utilization and continuity of care in all other healthcare delivery settings. Excessive ED 

use draws away from primary care utilization and other preventive environments. 

Avoidable ED Utilization: Extent 

 Currently there is no standard measurement, consensus, or criteria for 

explaining what constitutes inappropriate or non-urgent ED care (Lowe & Schull, 2011). 

This absence of a universal definition has resulted in wildly different estimates regarding 

the portion of ED visits that are unnecessary.  However, regardless of measurement 

technique, the literature suggests that a substantial portion of ED use is preventable or 

avoidable. Approximately 40% of ED visits were classified as semi-urgent or non-urgent 

in 2010 (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2010).  According to Billings and 

colleagues, nearly 75% of ED visits in New York were non-emergent or emergent but 

primary care treatable. In other words, these ED visits could have been avoided with 

greater access and proper utilization of ambulatory care services (2000b). Studies of EDs 

in North Carolina, Texas, and New Jersey that used Billing’s algorithm demonstrated 

avoidable and non-urgent ED rates between 50-54% (Begley, Vojvodic, Seo, & Burau, 

2006; Delia & Cantor, 2009; McWilliams, Tapp, Barker, & Dulin, 2011). Similarly, 49% of 

total ED volume and 45.1% of ED costs in Massachusetts were found to be preventable 

or avoidable according to the same algorithm (Massachusetts Division of Healthcare 

Finance and Policy, 2012). According to Weinick’s analysis based on Billing’s algorithm, 
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27.1% of all ED visits could potentially be treated at retail clinics or urgent care centers. 

(2010). 

 Other methods of classifying and measuring avoidable ED utilization estimate 

non-urgent visits at 60%. These studies labeled ED visits as non-urgent if they did not 

require hospital admission, include a procedure or imaging diagnostic for an accident or 

injury, or if the reason for the visit was within three days of a related accident or injury 

(Cunningham, Clancy, Cohen, & Wilets, 1995; Sarver, Cydulka, & Baker, 2002).  

In contrast, Wolinsky et al., found that 5.8% of Medicare beneficiaries visited the 

ED for low intensity visits. This method utilized CPT codes (low to moderate severity 

problems and self-limited problems) to create an aggregate “low intensity visit” 

category. Wolinsky did not account for frequency of visits, making it difficult to assess 

what percentage of total ED utilization could be classified as low intensity (2008).  

Avoidable ED Utilization: Predictors 

 One major limitation of the ED utilization literature that prevents a full synthesis 

is the variety of outcome measures utilized throughout studies. ED utilization is 

operationalized using many different definitions, both on a visit and person level and 

there is no consensus regarding its measurement. Dependent variables in the literature 

consist of total number of visits, ambulatory care visits not resulting in an admission, 

frequent users, ambulatory care sensitive visits, and non-urgent users, among others. 

Even within each of these categories, outcomes are operationalized and measured 

differently.   
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Despite this inconsistency in measurement of dependent variables, predictors of 

ED utilization are fairly established. Factors shown to be positively associated with 

higher utilization (regardless of urgency) include female gender, older age, African 

American race, lower levels of education, single marital status, insurance status 

(uninsured or Medicaid), low income, and poor health status (Begley et al., 2006; Chiou, 

Campbell, Myers, Culbertson, & Horswell, 2010; W. G. Johnson & Rimsza, 2004; Kwong, 

2007; Lowe, McConnell, Vogt, & Smith, 2008; Ludwick, Fu, Warden, & Lowe, 2009; 

Matteson, Weitzen, Lafontaine, & Phipps, 2008; Merrick, Perloff, & Tompkins, 2010; 

Rust et al., 2008; Sun, Burstin, & Brennan, 2003; Wolfson et al., 2012).  

As the ED utilization problem has become more severe, researchers have built 

on to these findings and investigated further the determinants of frequent ED users as 

well as factors contributing to avoidable ED use. Studies indicate that uninsured 

individuals, Medicaid beneficiaries, and those in poor health are more likely to use the 

ED for non-urgent reasons (Chiou et al., 2010; Cunningham et al., 1995; McWilliams et 

al., 2011; Sharma et al., 2000). However, other studies merely compared the insured 

versus the uninsured or other categories of coverage (Medicare versus other), making it 

challenging to confirm the positive association between Medicaid and non-urgent ED 

use. 

Similar to the factors contributing to general ED use, studies have found that 

female gender and African American race are associated with higher rates of 

inappropriate emergency service utilization (Chiou et al., 2010; P. J. Johnson et al., 2012; 

McWilliams et al., 2011; Petersen, Burstin, O'Neil, Orav, & Brennan, 1998; Sarver et al., 
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2002; Sharma et al., 2000). Other predictors found to influence non-urgent ED care 

include low income (Cunningham et al., 1995), living in an rural area (Liu, Sayre, & 

Carleton, 1999; Wolinsky et al., 2008), and patient perceptions of illness severity and 

preferences (Lowthian et al., 2013; Northington, Brice, & Zou, 2005) and primary care 

access barriers (Lowthian et al., 2013; Matteson et al., 2008). 

SMI and ED Utilization 

 Although researchers have investigated determinants of ED utilization and to an 

extent frequent use, there is a shortage of studies examining the role of different 

chronic conditions and subpopulations on inappropriate emergency service utilization 

(Hunt et al., 2006; Kwong, 2007; Matteson et al., 2008; Park, Linakis, Skipper, & Scott, 

2012; Pines et al., 2011; Pines & Buford, 2006; Sun et al., 2003; Vinton, Capp, Rooks, 

Abbott, & Ginde, 2014; Zuckerman & Shen, 2004). This includes the connection between 

SMI and avoidable ED utilization. To date most studies are limited to their analysis of 

predisposing and enabling characteristics such as race, gender, and insurance status. 

 At the same time, it is well known that individuals with mental illness use the 

healthcare system differently than those without behavioral conditions. Due to their 

conditions, patterns of utilization and need for services for this sub-group differs from 

the general population. Individuals with SMI also face perceived and actual barriers to 

routine and preventive care (Berren et al., 1999; Deacon, Lickel, & Abramowitz, 2008; 

Dickerson et al., 2003; Durden et al., 2010; Salsberry et al., 2005). As noted previously, 

studies have linked primary care access issues to increases in ED utilization. Given this 

connection, we would expect individuals with SMI to have higher rates of urgent care 
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(Berren et al., 1999; Salsberry et al., 2005). Research supports the idea that individuals 

with SMI are more likely to use emergency room services. People with bipolar disorder, 

schizophrenia, as well as those with schizophrenia and co-occurring substance use 

disorders are more likely to visit the ED (Baillargeon et al., 2008; Clark, Samnaliev, & 

McGovern, 2007; Curran et al., 2008; Doran, Raven, & Rosenheck, 2013). Within one 

state’s Medicaid population, 69% of beneficiaries with schizophrenia and 83% of 

beneficiaries diagnosed with anxiety had at least one visit to the ED (Salsberry et al., 

2005). General anxiety and personality disorders as well as other mental health 

conditions such as obsessive-compulsive disorder, social phobias, and major depression 

are also linked to higher emergency service utilization (Deacon et al., 2008; Wagner, 

Pietrzak, & Petry, 2008). Similarly, post-traumatic stress disorder also increases the 

likelihood of ED utilization (Cohen et al., 2010; Dobie et al., 2006; Fogarty et al., 2008). 

 Based on the current state of ED care and previous knowledge surrounding 

utilization for individuals with SMI and/or Medicaid emergency service utilization, a 

study examining the impact of mental health on appropriate ED use is needed.  
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Chapter 3: Avoidable Emergency Department Visits Among Kansas 

Medicaid Aged, Blind, and Disabled Beneficiaries with Severe Mental 

Illness from FY2007- FY2012 

 

Introduction 

Although the Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (EMTALA) was 

developed to ensure access to the emergency department (ED) for all individuals in the 

case of true emergencies, it has inadvertently allowed many to use the ED for non-

urgent or ambulatory care sensitive (ACS) conditions (Centers for Medicare and 

Medicaid Services, 2012). ACS ED utilization is problematic because it crowds out 

appropriate ED users, ties up scarce resources, impacts quality of care, and is more 

expensive than outpatient or office-based care contributing to the rising cost of 

healthcare (Machlin, 2006; Morganti et al., 2013; Weinick et al., 2010).  

Although there is no standard ACS ED measurement, there is a consensus that a 

sizeable portion of visits are inappropriate. A variety of methods classify 40-75% of ED 

visits as semi-urgent, non-urgent, or primary care treatable (Begley et al., 2006; Billings 

et al., 2000b; Cunningham et al., 1995; DeLia, 2006; Massachusetts Division of 

Healthcare Finance and Policy, 2012; McWilliams et al., 2011; Sarver et al., 2002). 

Factors associated with non-urgent ED utilization have not been fully vetted but there is 

evidence that female gender, African American race, low income, rural geography, poor 

health status, Medicaid coverage, and patient perception of illness and severity all 

contribute to inappropriate emergency service use (Chiou et al., 2010; Cunningham et 

al., 1995; P. J. Johnson et al., 2012; Lowthian et al., 2013; Matteson et al., 2008; 
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McWilliams et al., 2011; Northington et al., 2005; Sarver et al., 2002; Wolinsky et al., 

2008).   

Although these factors have been found to contribute to ACS utilization, few 

researchers have analyzed variation among these high-risk subgroups. Medicaid 

beneficiaries are a particularly vulnerable group because they tend to have poor overall 

health status, multiple chronic conditions, and frequently experience barriers to 

preventive and behavioral health services (Cheung et al., 2012; The Kaiser Commission 

on Medicaid and the Uninsured, 2013; The Kaiser Family Foundation, 2014). We would 

expect each of these factors to increase their likelihood of using the ED for non-urgent 

emergency care. This expectation has been confirmed in a number of studies that link 

Medicaid coverage to inappropriate ED use (Chiou et al., 2010; Cunningham et al., 1995; 

McWilliams et al., 2011; Sharma et al., 2000). Medicaid has been deemed a risk factor 

for overall ED utilization and ACS ED use, yet variation within this population is 

unknown. Given their high service needs, previous ED usage patterns, and barriers to 

routine care, there is reason to suspect that individuals with severe mental illness (SMI) 

within a Medicaid population may have higher ACS ED utilization than other 

beneficiaries without SMI. People with SMI have high morbidity and mortality, are in 

overall poor health, experience barriers to care, are at risk for other co-morbidities, and 

are less likely to receive preventive services but use high levels of outpatient care 

(Carney, Jones, & Woolson, 2006; Druss & Rosenheck, 1998; Felker, Yazel, & Short, 

1996; Harris, 1998).  
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 Previous multi-payer national trend studies have shown that those with 

Medicaid coverage are more likely to have non-urgent ED visits, and that the ED visit 

rate for ambulatory care sensitive conditions for Medicaid beneficiaries increased 

between 1999 and 2007 (Liu et al., 1999; Tang, Stein, Hsia, Maselli, & Gonzales, 2010). 

What is lacking from these longitudinal studies is a more in-depth evaluation within the 

Medicaid population over time. The next step in learning about ED utilization and ACS 

ED use is to build on these trend studies and determine the variation within the high-risk 

Medicaid population. Medicaid is not a homogeneous group when it comes to 

demographics and comorbidities and, consequently, healthcare utilization, so 

illuminating the diversity in ED patterns among this group is valuable. Within the Kansas 

Medicaid ABD population there exists variation in cost and users of inpatient, 

outpatient, and other health sources by disability group (Shireman et al., 2013). Such an 

analysis over multiple years yields a more comprehensive representation of the extent 

and context of the ACS ED utilization problem. Multiple years of data can also help 

illustrate changes that may have resulted from policy decisions, can signal the need for 

future developments, and can be used to establish baseline rates for policy change.  

Furthermore, by measuring ED use for the same cohort of beneficiaries each year over a 

specified time period, we can more accurately assess patterns of ED use without 

disruptions relating to Medicaid eligibility or mortality that might impact utilization 

patterns. An evaluation from this approach is needed in order to minimize other 

extraneous factors that may alter rates of ACS ED use.  
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 Our analysis seeks to address ED utilization by persons with SMI from a 

historical, longitudinal standpoint by answering the following questions: (1) How does 

the rate of ED visits for Kansas Medicaid beneficiaries with SMI compare to that of 

beneficiaries without SMI over time? (2) What proportion of historical ED visits for the 

SMI and non-SMI populations are ACS and are these visits rising or falling?  

 Methods 

Design 

For this longitudinal analysis we used Kansas Medicaid Aged, Blind, and Disabled 

(ABD) Fee-for Service (FFS) claims from FY2007-FY2012. These multiple years of data 

were used to compare historical ED rates as well as avoidable ED visits for beneficiaries 

with and without serious mental illness. 

Study Subjects  

Our study population consisted of Kansas Medicaid ABD beneficiaries over the 

age of 18 who were continuously eligible for the length of the study period 2007-2012. 

Although this specification excluded beneficiaries who used the ED with irregular 

enrollment, continuous enrollment is a necessary inclusion criteria for other 

components of our analysis. Irregular enrollment could signal issues such as beneficiary 

mortality, transfer to other states’ Medicaid programs, or loss of eligibility. Our analysis 

was focused only on beneficiaries that were enrolled for all six years continuously, thus 

they maintained their Medicaid coverage for the duration of the study period. Therefore 

our analysis contained a subsection of the ABD population. We excluded non-disabled 

adults or children under the age of 18. 
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 We used ICD9 codes to segregate the cohort into SMI and non-SMI groups. We 

defined SMI as beneficiaries with an ICD-9 diagnosis code for schizophrenia (295.xx), 

bipolar and major depressive disorder (296.xx), delusional disorder (297.xx), psychosis 

NOS (298.xx), personality disorders (301.22, 301.83), and post-traumatic stress disorder 

(PTSD) (309.81). We utilized ICD-9 codes in our analysis since other measures of 

functional risk are not available in Kansas Medicaid claims.  Beneficiaries with an ICD-9 

code for a SMI condition were considered part of the SMI group for the entire study 

period regardless of the year in which the diagnosis code was found, e.g. we assumed 

these were prevalent conditions.  

 The non-SMI group contained all other ABD beneficiaries without one of the 

above-mentioned ICD-9 codes.  These individuals included mostly, beneficiaries with 

intellectual and developmental disabilities, physical disabilities, and those who were 

aged and in long-term care (Shireman et al., 2013). Our non-SMI subgroup, therefore, 

did not contain the remainder of Kansas Medicaid, but the rest of the ABD population 

only because we excluded mothers and children.  

Approval 

 This study was approved by the University of Kansas School of Medicine Human 

Subjects Committee IRB with HIPAA waiver. Access to the Medicaid claims was obtained 

through an approved data use agreement with the state of Kansas. 

Outcome Variables 

The primary outcome variables were the total number of ED visits, rate of ED 

visits per 1,000 beneficiaries, and the percentage of avoidable ED visits for each 
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subgroup. We identified ED visits in the physician service claims data using Healthcare 

Common Procedure Coding System (HCPCS) current procedural terminology (CPT) codes 

that indicate the setting in which care was delivered (99281, 99282, 99283, 99284, 

99285).  

The percent of visits that were avoidable were measured using an algorithm 

developed by Billings and colleagues (2000b). The algorithm is used widely to classify ED 

visits and has been successfully validated (Ballard et al., 2010; Gandhi & Sabik, 2014; 

Jones, Paxton, Hagtvedt, & Etchason, 2013). The algorithm assigns visits probabilities of 

being 1) non-emergent, 2) emergent-primary care treatable, 3) emergent-

preventable/avoidable, and 4) emergent, or places visits into a mutually exclusive 

category 5) injury 6) psychiatric 7) substance abuse, or  8) unclassified. We aggregated 

the primary care treatable (1), preventable/avoidable (2), and non-emergent (3), groups 

to create an ACS group representing avoidable emergency department visits similar to 

others who have utilized the algorithm (Begley et al., 2006; Delia & Cantor, 2009; 

McWilliams et al., 2011).  

 We made two modifications to the algorithm. First, we created decision rules 

that placed each visit into a single category rather than apportioning visits by 

percentages as originally conducted by the algorithm. The final category for each visit 

was determined by the category with the highest probability. In the case of ties, we took 

the most conservative approach and chose the emergent category followed by primary 

care treatable, avoidable, and non-emergent.  
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Second, for individuals with multiple ED claims per day, the day’s visit with the 

greatest probability of being emergent was chosen. If the individual had injury, 

psychiatric, substance abuse, or unclassified claims, we chose the category with the 

most claims for that day. For any ties, injury was chosen first, followed by psychiatric, 

substance abuse, and unclassified.  

Independent Variables 

Independent variables included gender, race (white, black, other), age (as of July 

1, 2006), dual Medicare eligibility (FY2007), Chronic Illness and Disability Payment 

System (CDPS), primary care provider utilization and urban.  

We included measures of disease burden and primary care visits over the course 

of the study period, as these factors tend to indicate the health of the population and 

access to preventive services. For disease burden, we used the Chronic Illness and 

Disability Payment System (CDPS) score computed from the prior years’ claims (Kronick, 

Gilmer, Dreyfus, & Lee, 2000). Because the original CDPS was developed using Medicaid 

populations, it is sensitive to the specific characteristics of our population. 

  Primary care visits for each year were identified using the National Committee 

on Quality Assurance’s (NCQA) Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set 

(HEDIS) CPT codes for preventive or primary care visits (National Committee for Quality 

Assurance, 2012). Codes for eye exams were omitted. 

The urban variable was created by matching a beneficiary’s county of residence 

in FY2007 to data from the US Census Bureau Urban and Rural Classification System 
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(United States Census Bureau, 2014). Counties with 2,500 people or less were 

considered rural, while those with more than 2,500 were classified as urban.  

Data Analysis 

 We compared descriptive statistics for the SMI and non-SMI group using Pearson 

Chi-Squared tests and t-tests to show differences and similarities between the 

subgroups. Application of the NYU ED algorithm was performed using SAS and 

subsequent data analysis was performed using SPSS programs (version 22). A p-value of 

<0.05 was considered statistically significant throughout the analysis.  

Results 

Descriptives 

 The cohort characteristics recorded in the first year, FY2007 are shown in Table 

1. The total cohort included 35,828 continuously enrolled (2007-2012) ABD 

beneficiaries, just over one-third 34.5% of whom met the criteria for SMI. Overall 

persons in the SMI group were significantly younger than those in the non-SMI group 

with a larger percentage of the population between 19-44 and fewer beneficiaries over 

the age of 65. The average age of the SMI group was 45.6 compared to 54.0 for the non-

SMI population. There was no difference in gender between the SMI and non-SMI group 

with over 60% of each subset consisting of women. The SMI group had a significantly 

higher percentage of white beneficiaries (83.3%) in contrast to the non-SMI group 

(79.6%). In comparison to the non-SMI group, the SMI subgroup had a significantly 

higher proportion of dual Medicare eligible beneficiaries. Fewer SMI enrollees (45.4%) 

lived in rural Kansas compared to non-SMI beneficiaries (50.5%). 
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Both the SMI and non-SMI group’s average CDPS score or disease burden 

increased over time with the exception of 2012 (Figure 1). The SMI subgroup 

consistently had a statistically significantly higher average CDPS than the non-SMI group 

(p<0.001).  

There was a statistically significant higher percentage of SMI beneficiaries who 

had a PCP visit each year as compared to non-SMI beneficiaries (p<0.001) (Figure 2). For 

the non-SMI group, the percent of beneficiaries with a PCP visit peaked in FY2009 at 

80.3%. This was lower than the maximum for the SMI group (88.6% in FY2010). By 

FY2012, 75.5% of the non-SMI group and 86.1% of the SMI group had at least one 

primary care visit (Figure 2). 

 ED Visit Utilization Trends 

 In 2007 the SMI subgroup had 20,319 visits to the ED or 1642.3 visits/1,000 

individuals (Table 2). The visit rate for beneficiaries with SMI continued to increase each 

year until 2011 when it peaked at 1932.5 visits/1,000 individuals.  The group visit rate 

for both subgroups increased from 2007 to 2011 before a slight decline to 1828.6 in 

2012. Final 2012 ED visit rate for the SMI group, however, was still higher than the initial 

2007 rate.  The ED visit rate among beneficiaries with SMI was nearly 2x that of 

beneficiaries without SMI each year. The visit rate among people without SMI followed 

a similar growth pattern between 2007-2012 but was half of that compared to the SMI 

group. The ED visit rate among beneficiaries without SMI was 831.4/1,000 individuals in 

2007. It rose to 940.4 by 2007 and then decreased in 2012 to 849.1. 
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ED visit rates for SMI beneficiaries were higher than for non-SMI beneficiaries 

regardless of baseline characteristics (Table 3). When segregated by demographics, the 

highest ED visit rates within the SMI group were for females, blacks, PCP users and 

individuals living in urban environments. Within the Non-SMI group, high rates of ED use 

were found for the same types of beneficiaries, in addition to those between the ages of 

45-64.  For both the SMI and non-SMI groups, the lowest ED visit rates each year were 

for those who did not have a PCP visit.   

NYU ED Algorithm Utilization Trends 

 Figure 4 depicts the rate of avoidable or ACS ED visits from 2007 through 2012 

for people with SMI as compared to Medicaid ABD enrollees without SMI. The rate of 

ACS visits for the non-SMI group was 47.4% and the rate for the SMI group 46.0%. Over 

the length of the analysis, the percentage of ACS visits fell for the SMI group and the 

non-SMI group. By 2012 avoidable visits decreased to 41.2% for the total cohort, 40.8% 

for SMI, and 41.5% for non-SMI. Across each group there was nearly a 6% decline in ACS 

ED visits from 2007 to 2012.  

 As ACS ED visits as a percentage of all ED visits declined, other types of visits 

during the study period increased. Emergent visits for each group trended slightly 

upward as is presented in figure 4. For the SMI population, emergent visits gradually 

increased nearly 2.0% from 10.4% in 2007 to 12.3% in 2012. The non-SMI group’s 

portion of emergent visits rose as well, but only by about 1.0% over the study period.  

 The SMI group had higher psychiatric ED visits each year when compared to the 

non-SMI group each year during the course of the study period (figure 5). Psychiatric 
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visits fell from 9.0% in 2007 to 7.4% in 2012 for the SMI group while they rose from 1.7% 

to 2.2% for the non-SMI group. Unclassified visits gradually increased for both the non-

SMI and SMI groups each year. For the total cohort, unclassified ED visits increased from 

15.1% in 2007 to 20.6% in 2012. The non-SMI group’s ED visits were consistently 

comprised of more unclassified visits when compared to the SMI group.  

 Given the substantial portion of unclassified visits for both population groups 

and their increasing percentage of total visits over time, we classified ED visits a second 

time without these trips to the ED. Once we eliminated unclassified visits from the 

analysis, the distribution of visits in the other categories was even more stable than the 

original analysis. 

 ACS visits for the non-SMI group fell from 56.8% of all visits in 2007 to 53.6% in 

2012 compared to 53.2% in 2007 and 50.3% in 2012 for the SMI group. Emergent visits 

increased during the analysis period from 15.5% to 18.8% of visits for the non-SMI group 

and 12.1% to 14.5% of visits for the SMI group. Without the inclusion of unclassified 

trips to the ED, a larger percentage of visits were deemed as psychiatric for the SMI 

group. These psychiatric visits declined from 10.4% of visits in 2007 to 9.7% in 2012 for 

the SMI group. Psychiatric visits for the non-SMI group were lower, falling from 2.0% in 

2007 to 1.4% in 2012 (Table 6).  

Discussion 

The purpose of our study was to determine if Medicaid beneficiaries with SMI 

had more ED visits compared to disabled individuals without SMI over a six-year period. 

Another objective was to determine which subgroup had more ACS visits during 
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between FY2007-FY2012 and evaluate the patterns of avoidable ED use during this time.  

Persons with SMI had nearly twice the rate of ED visits as Medicaid ABD enrollees 

without SMI each year. Regardless of SMI status, the highest ED visit rates were for 

females, blacks, individuals with at least one PCP visit, and those living in urban 

environments.  ACS ED visit rates between SMI and non-SMI beneficiaries were similar, 

however, the percentage of total visits that were classified as ACS for both subgroups 

was substantial, approximating half of all visits. Despite different population 

parameters, our findings are in line with other studies that use the NYU algorithm that 

estimate ACS visits near 49-54% (Begley et al., 2006; DeLia, 2006; Massachusetts 

Division of Healthcare Finance and Policy, 2012). Our analysis adds to this body of 

research by examining utilization within an already established group of high ACS ED 

users, and segregating use by severe mental health status. Although avoidable ED visits 

do not seem to be increasing over time or varied by SMI, they are consistently high 

enough to warrant further research and policy attention (Delia & Cantor, 2009; 

Morganti et al., 2013; Weinick et al., 2010).  

The rate of ED visits per 1,000 beneficiaries was two times higher for SMI 

beneficiaries than for the non-SMI group but contrary to what we anticipated, a higher 

proportion of SMI visits were not ACS in comparison to the non-SMI group. The majority 

of our findings in relation to ED utilization rate by beneficiary demographics fall in line 

with established literature. For example, regardless of SMI status, females, blacks, and 

those living in urban environments had the highest rates of emergency service use 

(Chiou et al., 2010; Hunt et al., 2006; Kwong, 2007; Merrick et al., 2010; Pines et al., 
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2011; Sharma et al., 2000; Zuckerman & Shen, 2004). Most ED theory suggests that 

there is an inverse relationship between the use of primary care and ED services 

(Ludwick et al., 2009; Matteson et al., 2008). Our results, however, show that 

beneficiaries who had a primary care visit also had high ED utilization rates. Some ED 

literature suggests that frequent ED visitors may also be high users of all health care, 

including primary care (Kwong, 2007; Pines & Buford, 2006; Sun et al., 2003). This 

finding would help explain our results as would the positive relationship between 

primary care referral and emergency service use. An analysis that further stratifies the 

distribution and frequency of ED visits and PCP use would allow for additional useful 

research in this area that would help explain the nature of these results.  

Also worth noting is the high rate of ED utilization for both subgroups compared 

to the 2012 national average of 424/1,000 individuals (American Hospital Association, 

2012). Both the SMI and non-SMI groups in our study utilized the ED well above this rate 

in FY2012 (1829/1,000 and 849/1,000 respectively). The difference between the non-

SMI and SMI rates further strengthens the notion that individuals with SMI are more 

likely to use emergency services (Baillargeon et al., 2008; Clark et al., 2007; Cohen et al., 

2010; Deacon et al., 2008; Doran et al., 2013; Salsberry et al., 2005). Furthermore, the 

high ED visit rate among the SMI subgroup in comparison to the average Medicaid ED 

visit rate of 820/1,000 emphasizes the difference in ED utilization among different 

groups within the Kansas ABD population and builds on literature evaluating utilization 

within Medicaid (Rasch, Gulley, & Chan, 2013; Shireman et al., 2013). The non-SMI 

group, consisting of beneficiaries with other disabilities, still had an ED visit rate similar 
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to the Medicaid average whereas the rate for enrollees with severe mental illness was 

more than twice the national Medicaid average.  

 Although we anticipated elevated ED utilization by the SMI group, recent 

research has shown that individuals with disabilities account for a disproportionately 

high proportion of trips to emergency rooms each year (Rasch, Gulley, & Chan, 2013). 

The non-SMI group (those with other disabilities) in our study, however, still had much 

lower ED utilization rates than SMI beneficiaries.  In regard to ACS utilization, our 

findings fall in line with an estimate by the CDC, but are lower than other studies that 

estimate avoidable visits to be closer to 54-60% (Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention, 2013).  These studies evaluated ED visits in safety-net hospitals only or 

analyzed visits across multiple payers and are therefore not directly comparable (Begley 

et al., 2006; DeLia, 2006; McWilliams et al., 2011). 

 Our study is not without limitations. One drawback includes the use of certain 

ICD9 codes as inclusion criteria for the SMI group. Altering this criterion could possibly 

change the results by broadening the SMI group or making it more exclusive. Doing so 

may result in different ED and ACS ED rates between the SMI and non-SMI groups. 

Furthermore, our analysis was restricted to the use of HCPCS codes for ED visit 

identification. Although revenue codes may also be used to identify emergency care in 

health services research, they are not available in Kansas Medicaid claims and were not 

a source of ED measurement in our analysis.  

Some may interpret continuous Medicaid enrollment as a study limitation. 

However, irregular enrollment could signal issues such as beneficiary mortality, transfer 
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to other state Medicaid programs, or loss of eligibility criteria which could complicate 

the accurate measurement of ED utilization from year to year for a cohort. Finally, our 

results cannot be completely compared against other state programs or groups given 

the unique characteristics and elements of Kansas Medicaid. However, our findings in 

relation to the SMI population are more generalizable since individuals with severe 

mental illness tend to be Medicaid beneficiaries regardless of state (The Kaiser 

Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured, 2011).  

The primary strength of our study is that it is the first to use a validated and 

established algorithm over multiple years to evaluate the ED utilization among the SMI 

population within an already high emergency service use group of Medicaid 

beneficiaries (Ballard et al., 2010; Gandhi, Grant, & Sabik, 2014; Tang et al., 2010). 

Another strength of our study is that it is the first to disaggregate ED and ACS ED 

utilization among beneficiaries with and without severe mental illness.  

 Policies and strategies moving forward would be highly dependent on the goal of 

specific Medicaid programs. Whereas reducing ACS utilization would not require 

specification by SMI status, it would be beneficial to target the SMI population for 

objectives relating to lowering ED use. Shifting some non-urgent ED visits to primary 

care or other alternative sites is one solution to the problem. It has been estimated that 

13.7%-27.1% of ED visits could take place at urgent care or retail care clinics, or 

freestanding hospital-based urgent care clinics (New England Healthcare Institute, 2010; 

Weinick et al., 2010). Another successful model that could help curb ED or ACS ED 

utilization includes Wisconsin’s Program of Assertive Community Treatment (PACT) that 
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provides mental health and social services to a select group of SMI beneficiaries with 

higher than optimal utilization (Wisconsin Department of Health Services, 2015). Other 

strategies include effective chronic disease management programs for beneficiaries with 

a high disease burden and subsequent high ED utilization (New England Healthcare 

Institute, 2010; New York State Office of Mental Health, 2015). Given that our analysis 

indicated that primary care access was not an obstacle for our study population, this 

enhanced chronic disease management service could be provided through area 

community mental health centers, or through community health workers (CHW) trained 

to connect beneficiaries with support services (Enard & Ganelin, 2013; New England 

Healthcare Institute, 2010).  The use of CHWs has been shown to successfully reduce 

the odds of returning to the ED for ACS ED utilization in the 12 months following the 

intervention for both uninsured and Medicaid covered individuals (Enard & Ganelin, 

2013).  

Conclusion 

As ACS ED visits hover at current levels, and the ED remains a setting where 

services are required to be provided for all, costs, demand, and quality will continue to 

be a source of tension in the emergency services setting. Reliance on the ED for more 

routine care as is evident through high ACS visits and high ED visit rates among the SMI 

population raises concerns for the healthcare system overall. Future research must build 

on these findings and uncover differences in ACS visits by type, diagnosis, and frequency 

in order to accurately target policies that prevent ED visits or, divert patients to more 

appropriate settings. 
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Table 1: Baseline Descriptives FY2007 Kansas Medicaid ABD Beneficiaries by SMI 

Status 

 

    Non-SMI SMI P-value 

N 35,828 23,456 12,372   

Age    <0.001 

  19-44 30.8% 36.2%   

  45-64 37.4% 39.8%   

  65+ 31.8% 24.0%   

Mean Age  54.0 45.6  

Gender    0.096 

  Female 60.9% 61.8%   

Race    <0.001 

  White 79.6% 83.3%   

  Black 14.2% 13.6%   

  Other 6.2% 3.1%   

Dual Medicare    <0.001 

  39.9% 42.9%  

Geography    <0.001 

  Urban 49.5% 54.6%   

ABD: Aged, Blind, and Disabled 

SMI: Severe Mental Illness 
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Figure 1: Average CDPS Disease Burden for Kansas Medicaid ABD Beneficiaries by SMI 

Status FY2007-FY2012 

 

 
*SMI versus non-SMI significant each year 

CDPS: Chronic Illness and Disability Payment System 

ABD: Aged, Blind, and Disabled 

SMI: Severe Mental Illness 
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Figure 2: Percentage of Kansas Medicaid ABD Beneficiaries with >1 PCP visit FY2007-

FY2012 

 

 
*SMI versus non-SMI significant each year 

ABD: Aged, Blind, and Disabled 

PCP: primary care provider 

SMI: severe mental illness 
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Table 2: Total Annual ED Visits and ED Visit Rate for Kansas Medicaid ABD 

Beneficiaries by SMI status FY2007-FY2012 

 

  Non-SMI visits SMI visits 

visits/1000 non-

SMI visits/1000 SMI 

FY 2007 19502 20319 831.4 1642.3 

FY 2008 21927 21926 934.7 1772.2 

FY 2009 22086 23113 941.5 1868.2 

FY 2010 22099 23872 942.1 1929.5 

FY 2011 22059 23909 940.4 1932.5 

FY 2012 19919 22623 849.1 1828.6 
ABD: aged, blind, and disabled 

SMI: severe mental illness 
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Figure 4: ACS and Emergent ED Visits by for Kansas Medicaid ABD Beneficiaries by SMI 

Status FY2007-FY2012 

 

 
ACS: ambulatory care sensitive 

ABD: aged, blind, and disabled, 

SMI: severe mental illness 
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Table 5: Distribution of Kansas Medicaid ABD ED Visits by SMI Status FY2007-FY2012  

   Year Non-SMI SMI 

ACS       

  2007 47.4% 46.0% 

  2008 47.4% 44.9% 

  2009 44.0% 43.2% 

  2010 42.6% 42.0% 

  2011 41.3% 41.3% 

  2012 41.5% 40.8% 

Emergent       

  2007 12.9% 10.4% 

  2008 13.4% 11.5% 

  2009 14.0% 11.7% 

  2010 13.8% 12.2% 

  2011 13.6% 11.7% 

  2012 13.8% 12.3% 

Injury       

  2007 20.9% 20.0% 

  2008 20.1% 18.9% 

  2009 21.0% 19.8% 

  2010 20.3% 20.2% 

  2011 20.6% 19.9% 

  2012 20.2% 19.3% 

Psychiatric       

  2007 1.7% 9.0% 

  2008 1.7% 8.5% 

  2009 1.6% 7.9% 

  2010 1.6% 7.5% 

  2011 1.8% 7.7% 

  2012 2.2% 7.4% 

Substance Abuse       

  2007 0.4% 1.0% 

  2008 0.5% 1.0% 

  2009 0.4% 0.8% 

  2010 0.4% 1.0% 

  2011 0.4% 1.1% 

  2012 0.5% 1.0% 

Unclassified        

  2007 16.7% 13.5% 

  2008 17.0% 15.2% 

  2009 18.9% 16.6% 

  2010 21.3% 17.2% 

  2011 22.3% 18.3% 

  2012 21.8% 19.1% 

ABD: aged, blind, disabled, SMI: severe mental illness 

ACS: ambulatory care sensitive 
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Table 6: Distribution of Kansas Medicaid ABD ED Visits by SMI Status FY2007-FY2012 

(Excluding Unclassified Visits) 

 Year Non-SMI SMI 

ACS    

 2007 56.8% 53.2% 

 2008 57.7% 51.4% 

 2009 54.9% 51.4% 

 2010 54.9% 50.2% 

 2011 53.5% 50.3% 

 2012 53.6% 50.3% 

    

Emergent    

 2007 15.5% 12.1% 

 2008 16.3% 12.8% 

 2009 17.6% 13.2% 

 2010 18.1% 14.1% 

 2011 18.7% 13.5% 

 2012 18.8% 14.5% 

    

Injury    

 2007 25.1% 23.1% 

 2008 24.1% 22.0% 

 2009 25.6% 24.1% 

 2010 25.5% 24.7% 

 2011 26.0% 25.0% 

 2012 25.6% 24.4% 

    

Psychiatric    

 2007 2.0% 10.4% 

 2008 1.3% 12.5% 

 2009 1.4% 10.5% 

 2010 1.2% 9.9% 

 2011 1.4% 9.8% 

 2012 1.4% 9.7% 

    

Substance Abuse   

 2007 0.5% 1.2% 

 2008 0.6% 1.3% 

 2009 0.6% 1.0% 

 2010 0.6% 1.2% 

 2011 0.5% 1.4% 

 2012 0.6% 1.2% 

ABD: aged, blind, disabled, SMI: severe mental illness 

ACS: ambulatory care sensitive 
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Chapter 4: Avoidable Emergency Department Visits Among Kansas 

Medicaid Aged, Blind, and Disabled Beneficiaries with Severe Mental 

Illness 

Introduction 

There is rising concern surrounding the improper use of the emergency 

department (ED) and the consequences non-urgent utilization has on the healthcare 

system. Non-urgent or ambulatory care sensitive (ACS) ED utilization can contribute to 

overcrowding and higher healthcare costs and can negatively impact quality of care 

(Morganti et al., 2013; New England Healthcare Institute, 2010). Many ACS visits can be 

prevented with appropriate and routine primary care, or they can be treated in a less 

expensive setting with better-coordinated, more comprehensive care.  

 There is no standard measurement of ACS ED visits but most estimates of its 

prevalence range from 40-75% of visits (Begley et al., 2006; Billings et al., 2000b; 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2013; DeLia, 2006; McWilliams et al., 2011). 

ACS ED visits have been evaluated across multiple payer types using discharge data and 

have been segregated by basic predisposing and enabling characteristics. Studies have 

found that after accounting for ACS use, approximately 11-13% of visits are emergent, 

18-20% are related to injury, 1% substance abuse, 1-2% psych, and 7-13% are 

unclassified (Begley et al., 2006; Massachusetts Division of Healthcare Finance and 

Policy, 2012; McWilliams et al., 2011). 

ACS ED visits have been evaluated across multiple payer types using discharge 

data and have been segregated by basic characteristics. Predictors of ACS ED utilization 
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are not completely understood but higher rates of avoidable visits have been noted 

among females, African Americans, and those with primary care access barriers 

(Cunningham et al., 1995; Liu et al., 1999; Lowthian et al., 2013; Matteson et al., 2008). 

Medicaid coverage has also been found to be associated with ACS ED use (Delia & 

Cantor, 2009; McWilliams et al., 2011). Researchers have not yet disaggregated ACS ED 

visits within this group, however, and analyzed avoidable ED visits among different 

types of Medicaid beneficiaries.  

 There is reason to believe that variation among ACS ED utilization exists within 

the Medicaid subpopulation. For example, individuals with severe mental illness (SMI) 

are a high-risk group that we would expect to have different patterns of ACS ED 

utilization than other Medicaid beneficiaries. It has been shown that persons with SMI 

have different utilization, disease burden, and demographics compared to beneficiaries 

with other eligibility requirements within a Medicaid population (Shireman et al., 2013). 

Furthermore, individuals with SMI have high rates of co-occurring chronic conditions 

and are twice as likely to experience barriers to care such as cost or access (Dickerson et 

al., 2003; Druss & Rosenheck, 1998; J. Sokal, Messias, E., Dickerson, FB.,, 2004). As a 

consequence, those with SMI are high users of overall healthcare services when 

compared to the general population (Hackman et al., 2006; Nossel et al., 2010). SMI also 

contributes to an increased risk of non-psychiatric hospitalizations, ED utilization, and a 

longer than average ED length of stay (Fogarty et al., 2008; Little et al., 2011). Medicaid 

beneficiaries with SMI have been found to have high levels of outpatient services 

including the ED (Berren et al., 1999; Salsberry et al., 2005).  In summary, people with 
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SMI experience PCP barriers, but tend to use more healthcare and in particular more 

outpatient care, in comparison to those without SMI. Thus, we hypothesized that 

patterns of ED utilization and ACS use within a high-risk Medicaid population would 

likely differ among beneficiaries on the basis of SMI status.  

 To more fully understand the role of SMI in ED utilization and ACS ED utilization, 

we applied an ED classification algorithm to a statewide Aged, Blind, and Disabled (ABD) 

Medicaid program. We sought to determine the following in our analysis of a high-risk 

Medicaid population: 1) the rate of ED visits and ACS visits per 1,000 beneficiaries (SMI 

versus non-SMI), 2) the distribution of ED visits (SMI versus non-SMI), 3) if the presence 

of SMI impacted the likelihood of any ED visit, and 4) if the presence of SMI impacted 

the likelihood of an ACS visit.  We expected a higher rate of ED use and ACS use among 

the SMI group due to SMI service use patterns and primary care access barriers. For the 

same reasons, we expected SMI to increase the chances of an ED visit and an ACS visit as 

well. We also anticipated that both non-SMI and SMI groups would have lower 

emergent, injury, substance abuse, and unclassified visits in comparison to the literature 

simply because our population was a high-risk group of Medicaid beneficiaries who we 

expected to have higher than normal ACS utilization. This would result in fewer other 

types of visits. 
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Methods 

Study Design 

 We conducted a retrospective, cross-sectional analysis of FY2012 fee-for-service 

claims provided by the Kansas Department of Health and Environment, Division of 

Health Care Finance (KDHE).  

Study Subjects 

The study population included Medicaid aged, blind, and disabled (ABD) 

beneficiaries over the age of 18, with continuous eligibility during FY2012. The study 

cohort was divided into individuals with SMI and without SMI using ICD9 diagnosis 

codes. Our SMI group included beneficiaries with an ICD-9 diagnosis for schizophrenia 

(295.XX), bipolar and major depressive disorders (296.xx), delusional disorders (297.xx), 

psychosis NOS (298.xx), personality disorders (301.22, 301.83), or post-traumatic stress 

disorder (PTSD) (309.81), which was consistent with the state’s SMI statutory 

classification as well as definitions in the literature (Becker, 2012; Buck, 2004; Daumit, 

2002; Fujii, 2004; Kansas Department of Health and Environment, 2012; Salsberry et al., 

2005; Slayter, 2010). The non-SMI group consisted of individuals without one of the 

above-mentioned ICD-9 diagnoses codes but who met the other selection criteria. This 

group consisted of non-SMI ABD enrollees with physical disabilities, intellectual 

disabilities, older adults, and unclassified beneficiaries (Shireman et al., 2013). 
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Approval 

The study was approved by the University of Kansas School of Medicine Human 

Subjects Committee IRB with a HIPAA waiver. We obtained access to claims through an 

approved data use agreement with the state of Kansas.  

 Outcome Variables 

We measured a total of four outcome variables. Our first outcome measure was 

the annual rate of ED visits per 1,000 beneficiaries for both the SMI and non-SMI group. 

ED visits were identified from physician service claims on the basis of HCPCS codes 

(99281, 99282, 99283, 99284, 99285) (Research Data Assistance Center, 2012).  

The second outcome variable we measured was the distribution of ED visit types 

for the SMI and non-SMI subgroups. We used the NYU ED algorithm to characterize 

visits as non-emergent, primary care treatable, avoidable, emergent, injury, substance 

abuse, psychiatric, or unclassified (Billings et al., 2000b). The algorithm considers 

primary diagnosis codes to assign probabilities to each ED visit for each subcategory. We 

combined the non-emergent, primary care treatable, and the avoidable categories to 

create the ACS ED visit group. This method of collapsing these categories is consistent 

with other studies that utilize the NYU algorithm to measure avoidable ED use (Begley et 

al., 2006; Delia & Cantor, 2009; McWilliams et al., 2011). 

Our application of the algorithm involved decision rules that placed each visit 

into a single category rather than apportioning visits by percentages as originally 

conducted by the algorithm. The final category for each visit was determined by the 
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category with the highest probability. In the case of ties, we took the most conservative 

approach and chose the emergent category followed by primary care treatable, 

avoidable, and non-emergent.  

For individuals with multiple ED claims per day, the same approach was used and 

the day’s visit with the greatest probability of being emergent was chosen. If the 

individual had injury, psych, substance abuse, or unclassified claims, we chose the 

category with the most claims for that day. In the case of ties, visits were assigned to 

injury first, followed by psychiatric, substance abuse, and unclassified.  

The third outcome was the probability of any type of ED visit. To measure the 

fourth outcome, the probability of an ACS ED visit conditional on having an ED visit, we 

combined the NYU ED ambulatory care categories of non-emergent, emergent-primary 

care treatable and emergent-preventable/avoidable. This aggregated ACS ED visit 

variable became the outcome measure for the logistic regression model. 

Covariates 

 Aside from SMI status, independent variables included gender, race (white, 

black, other), age (as of July 1, 2011) categories (19-44, 45-64, 65+ years), dual Medicare 

eligibility (FY2012), Chronic Illness and Disability Payment System (CDPS) (FY2011), 

FY2011 primary care provider (PCP) utilization and urban residence.  

 We used CDPS to measure the disease burden of each beneficiary (Kronick et al., 

2000). PCP utilization was defined as having at least one PCP visit during FY2011. PCP 

visits were identified using NCQA’s Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set 
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CPT codes for preventive or primary care visits, excluding eye exams (Agency for 

Healthcare Research and Quality, 2004).  

 The urban variable was created by matching a beneficiary’s county to data from 

the US Census Bureau Urban and Rural Classification System (United States Census 

Bureau, 2014). Counties with 2,500 people or less were considered rural, while those 

with more than 2,500 were classified as urban.  

Data Analysis  

 We compared the baseline descriptives between the SMI and non-SMI group 

using t-tests and Pearson Chi-Squared tests. Multiple logistic regression was used to 

determine adjusted odds ratios (OR) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) to examine the 

effect of risk factors (SMI, age, gender, race, PCP FY2011, CDPS 2011, Urban, Medicare 

dual eligibility) on the probability of having 1) an ED visit and 2) an ACS ED visit 

conditional given an ED visit.  All analyses were performed using SPSS programs (version 

22). A p-value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant for the analysis.    

Results 

Descriptive Data  

Baseline characteristics for the study population are shown in table 1. Of the 

64,575 ABD FY2012 enrollees with continuous Medicaid eligibility, 16,357 (25.3%) 

individuals had at least one SMI condition. The mean age of the SMI subgroup was 46.5 

years compared to 57.7 years for the non-SMI subgroup. Nearly 90% of the SMI group 

was under the age of 64, while the non-SMI group was more evenly distributed among 

the three age categories. Females comprised approximately 60% of both the SMI and 
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non-SMI group. The SMI group consisted of more whites but fewer individuals of other 

race. There were more dual eligible beneficiaries in the non-SMI group while more SMI 

individuals lived in urban Kansas. More SMI beneficiaries visited a PCP at least once 

during FY2011 (86.2%) compared to those without SMI (73.3%). The CDPS disease 

burden score for the SMI group was higher than the non-SMI group (1.71 versus 1.25) 

and was statistically significant. 

 Outcomes 

More than half (52.3%) of all SMI beneficiaries had at least one ED visit during FY 

2012 while only 31.9% of non-SMI users visited the ED (figure 1). SMI beneficiaries were 

1.64 times more likely to use the ED. Both the ED visit rate and ACS ED visit rate were 

higher for the SMI subgroup (Table 2). The ED visit rate for the SMI group was 

1,924/1,000 beneficiaries while it was 806/1,000 for the non-SMI group.  The ACS ED 

visit rate was 576.0 for the SMI subgroup and 294.6/1,000 for the non-SMI group. 

 Results from the NYU ED algorithm show little variation in the distribution of 

most visit categories and ED utilization between the SMI and non-SMI groups (figure 2). 

Both the SMI and non-SMI groups had similar rates of avoidable (4.2%, 6.2%), primary 

care treatable (14.0%, 15.1%), and non-emergent (21.7%, 19.6%) ED visits. A larger 

portion of the non-SMI group’s ED visits were emergent (15.7%) compared to the SMI 

group (11.0%). Injury and substance abuse related visits were comparable between the 

two groups. However based on the algorithm, 10.4% of SMI ED visit days were 

psychiatric related compared to 1.4% for the non-SMI group.  This disparity represents 

the higher proportion of psychiatric visits by SMI beneficiaries but it also reflects the 
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SMI cohort definition as well. ED visits for unclassified visits were higher for the non-SMI 

group (23.6%) than the SMI group (17.5%). Examples of ICD9 codes categorized by the 

algorithm as unclassified include fever, constipation, and chronic pain. Nearly 40% of all 

ED visits for the entire cohort were avoidable. Approximately 39.9% of the SMI group’s 

FY 2012 ED visits were avoidable, comparable to 40.9% for those without SMI (figure 2). 

 In logistic regression analysis (Table 3), the presence of a serious mental illness 

was found to increase the likelihood of an ED visit (odds ratio [OR] 1.64; 95% confidence 

interval [CI] 1.58, 1.71; P=<0.001).  Females also had a higher chance of visiting the ED 

(OR 1.28, CI 1.23- 1.32; P=<0.001) as did age 45-64 (OR 1.89, CI 1.78-1.96; P=<0.001) and 

age over the age of 65 (OR 1.52, CI 1.45-1.58; P=<0.001) compared to 18-44 year olds. 

When compared to whites, blacks had a higher likelihood of an ED visit while 

beneficiaries of other races were less likely to visit the ED. Visiting a primary care doctor 

during FY2011 was also found to increase the likelihood of ED utilization (OR 2.22, CI 

2.11-2.33; P=<0.001) as was a higher CDPS disease burden (OR 1.50, CI 1.48-1.53; 

P=<0.001). Medicare dual eligibility status significantly decreased the chances of an ED 

visit among Kansas Medicaid beneficiaries (OR 0.91, CI 0.88-0.94; P=<0.001).  

 Table 4 shows the odds ratios for an ACS ED visit. This regression is contingent 

upon having an ED visit and consists of a different sample size than the first regression. 

Urban location significantly decreased the likelihood of an ACS ED visit (OR 0.93. CI 0.88-

0.98; P<0.006). Factors associated with an increased likelihood of an ACS ED visit 

included female gender (OR 1.14, CI 1.08-1.20; P=<0.001), black (OR 1.16, CI 1.08-1.25; 
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P<0.001), FY2011 PCP visit (OR 1.13, CI 1.04-1.24; P=<0.006), and CDPS (OR 1.10, CI 

1.08-1.12; P<0.001). 

Discussion 

The purpose of our study was to compare rates of ED use, distribution of types of 

ED visits, and likelihood of ED and ACS ED visits among Kansas Medicaid beneficiaries 

with and without SMI. Through our analysis we found that beneficiaries with SMI use 

the ED at a much higher rate than individuals without SMI.  Results also showed that 

nearly 40% of visits for both groups were considered ACS, while only 15.7% of non-SMI 

and 11.0% of SMI visits were true emergencies. Finally, we discovered that SMI 

significantly increased the likelihood of an ED visit but not an ACS ED visit.  

The SMI group utilized the ED at a rate of 1,929/1,000 beneficiaries while the 

rate for non-SMI beneficiaries was 806/1,000 beneficiaries. Based on these findings, 

both subgroups used the ED at a higher rate than the 2012 national average of 

424/1,000 (American Hospital Association, 2012). The non-SMI group used the ED less 

than the overall Medicaid average of 820/1,000, while the SMI subgroup ED visit rate 

was double that of the national Medicaid ED average (Delia & Cantor, 2009). Not only 

do our findings illustrate the high ED rate by Medicaid beneficiaries, they also support 

the literature’s previous findings that individuals with severe mental illness use the ED 

more than individuals without such conditions (Cohen et al., 2010; Deacon et al., 2008; 

Salsberry et al., 2005; Wagner et al., 2008). Our analysis furthers this research by 

showing that this difference in ED utilization holds true between SMI beneficiaries and 

those with other disabilities as well. Our results also add to the discussion of ED 
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utilization in this area by highlighting the difference in ACS ED rates between the SMI 

(576.0/1,000) and non-SMI (294.6/1,000) subgroups as well, which is not studied in the 

aforementioned analyses. 

Based on the findings from the NYU ED algorithm, 40% of ABD ED visits in FY 

2012 were avoidable. In comparison to our findings, prior studies using the NYU 

algorithm found a larger proportion (49-54%) of ED visits to be avoidable (Begley et al., 

2006; Delia & Cantor, 2009; Massachusetts Division of Healthcare Finance and Policy, 

2012; McWilliams et al., 2011). These analyses however, were based off different study 

populations such as multiple payers, children and adults, and safety net EDs only. Our 

rate of emergent use (11.0%-15.7%), on the other hand, was comparable to these study 

estimates.  

Although our intention was to focus on mental health as a predictor of ED 

utilization, PCP use also generated interesting findings. The literature relating PCP 

access and ED use is mixed. On the one hand individuals who live farther from PCP care 

and experience access issues are more likely to use the ED (Ludwick et al., 2009; 

Matteson et al., 2008). At the same time, use of ambulatory care has also been found to 

be associated with frequent ED users (Hunt et al., 2006; Pines & Buford, 2006; Sun et al., 

2003). This may reflect the notion that some individuals are high users of all types of 

healthcare.  We expected that the presence of a PCP visit would reduce the odds of ED 

utilization since access issues tend to cause the ED to act a substitute for primary care. 

Instead, PCP visits increased the likelihood of both overall ED visits and avoidable ED 

visits. Our analysis dichotomized PCP visit as a binary variable using one visit as a cutoff 
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point in order to measure PCP in terms of access. It would be valuable for future 

research to evaluate the frequency and type of PCP visits in relation to ACS ED utilization 

to determine if the connection between PCP utilization, ED use, and ACS ED use is driven 

by high overall healthcare users, provider referrals, or quality of care. Measuring the 

PCP visits categorically rather than as a binary variable would evaluate primary care 

utilization not from an access perspective, but rather from the viewpoint of high overall 

healthcare users and their patterns of utilization across the system.  

An additional explanation for our findings include the issue of care satisfaction 

and access. Individuals are more likely to experience an ACS ED visit if they believe their 

primary care provider is not meeting their needs or delivering high quality care (Sarver 

et al., 2002). Other access barriers and social issues that have been found to play a role 

in an individual’s decision to visit the ED for ACS conditions include difficulty obtaining 

an appointment, long wait times, difficulty talking with provider, limited clinical hours, 

distance to the nearest ED and lack of transportation (Cheung, Wiler, Lowe, & Ginde, 

2012a; Ludwick et al., 2009; Rust et al., 2008; Sarver et al., 2002). Although 73.3% of 

non-SMI beneficiaries and 86.2% of SMI beneficiaries had a PCP visit in FY2012, this 

does not necessarily mean these individuals were able to access their providers when 

they needed medical care. Other factors in our logistic regression including urban 

location and Medicare dual eligibility are akin to other studies in the ED utilization field 

(Sharma et al., 2000; Wolfson et al., 2012). 

Strengths of this study include the use of an established and accepted algorithm 

to categorize ED visits and the analysis of ED utilization for a subpopulation. The 
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(McCusker, Karp, Cardin, Durand, & Morin, 2003) algorithm has been used in multiple 

other studies to quantify the extent of avoidable ED use and is accepted by health 

services researchers as a valid tool used to measure appropriate ED utilization.  

Furthermore, unlike other studies, this analysis compared ED use for Kansas Medicaid 

beneficiaries with and without SMI.  By investigating utilization for a vulnerable 

population within a high-risk subgroup, this investigation provides additional insight into 

what type of patients are using the ED inappropriately and contributing to the high cost 

of healthcare and excessive utilization. Although SMI beneficiaries are using the ED at a 

higher rate than those without severe mental illness, the presence of SMI does not 

increase the likelihood of an avoidable visit.  Therefore, strategies aimed at reducing ED 

utilization would differ in terms of their target population in comparison to those 

directed at lowering ACS ED use.  

 Despite its strengths, there are also weaknesses to this study design that may 

impact our findings. It should be noted that the results of the study are specific to 

Kansas Medicaid and may not be entirely applicable to other state Medicaid programs 

or individuals covered by Medicare or private insurance. The high prevalence of SMI 

among other state Medicaid programs however, expands the relevance of our findings 

to a broader audience (The Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured, 2011). 

The use of administrative claims data and ICD-9 codes can be problematic as their 

accuracy is subject to human error. The identification of the SMI cohort is tied to 

primary ICD-9 code only and could be slightly higher or lower than indicated. As 

mentioned, we identified ED visits using HCPCS codes only. It is possible that some ED 
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visits were not included in the cohort since revenue codes were unavailable. 

Furthermore, our analysis resulted in a significant finding associated with Medicare dual 

eligibility and a decrease in the likelihood of an ED visit. Due to process by which Kansas 

gathers claims data, it is possible that our evaluation did not include all cross-over 

Medicare ED claims, which may have altered these results. Alternatively, beneficiaries 

with dual Medicare/Medicaid eligibility may have better access to needed care in 

comparison to those with Medicaid coverage alone which may have also impacted ED 

utilization. The exploration of this topic is another area of future research generated by 

our analysis. 

Conclusion 

Our results show that there is variation in ED utilization and ACS utilization 

among the Kansas Medicaid ABD population by SMI status. Beneficiaries with SMI had 

higher rates of ED utilization and ACS utilization than those without severe mental 

health conditions. Although the presence of SMI increased the likelihood of an ED visit, 

it did not increase the chances of an ACS visit. Due to the quality and cost repercussions 

associated with ACS ED use, as well as the high ED utilization rates of Medicaid 

beneficiaries, there is the need for future research that builds on our findings and 

uncovers additional factors that increase the chances of avoidable ED visits. As 

researchers investigate more the determinants of ED and ACS ED utilization, 

policymakers and administrators will be better suited to develop strategies to curb 

excessive and inappropriate use.  
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Figure 1: FY 2012 Sample Derivation 

 

 
 
ABD: aged, blind, disabled 

SMI: severe mental illness 

FFS: fee-for-service 

ACS: ambulatory care sensitive  

 

 

 

 

 

ABD FFS 
Medicaid 

Beneficiaries 
64,575

Non-SMI

48,218 (74.7%)

No ED Visit

32,849 (68.1%)

>1 ED Visit

15,369 (31.9%)

No ACS ED Visit

8,836 (57.5%)

>1 ACS ED Visit

6,533 (42.5%)

SMI

16,357 (25.3%)

No ED Visit

7,808 (47.7%)

>1 ED Visit

8,549 (52.3%)

No ACS ED Visit

5,046 (59.0%)

>1 ACS ED Visit

3,503 (41.0%)
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Table 1: Characteristics of Non-SMI and SMI Kansas Medicaid ABD Beneficiaries 

FY2012  

 

  Non-SMI SMI P-Value 

N  48,218 16,357  

Mean Age  57.7 46.5 <0.001 

Age     <0.001 

 19-44 23.8% 41.0%  

 45-64 37.9% 49.1%  

 65+ 38.3% 9.9%  

Gender    0.362 

 Female 59.6% 60.0%  

Race    <0.001 

 White 79.8% 82.3%  

 Black  14.0% 14.5%  

 Other 6.2% 3.1%  

     

Duals  58.8% 52.5% <0.001 

Urban  51.1% 55.8% <0.001 

CDPS FY2011  1.25 1.71 <0.001 

PCP FY2011  73.3% 86.2% <0.001 
 

SMI: severe mental illness 

ABD: aged, blind, and disabled 

CDPS: chronic illness and disability payment system 

PCP: primary care provider 
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Table 2: ED and ACS ED Visit Rates for the non-SMI and SMI Groups for Kansas 

Medicaid ABD Beneficiaries FY2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

ACS: ambulatory care sensitive 

SMI: severe mental illness 

ABD: aged, blind, disabled 

ACS: ambulatory care sensitive 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Non-SMI SMI 

Total Beneficiaries 48,218 16,357 

Total ED Visits 38,852  31,559  

ED Visit/1000 beneficiaries 805.8 1,929.4 

Total ACS ED Visits 14,206 9,421 

ACS ED Visit/1,000 beneficiaries 294.6 576.0 
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Figure 2: Distribution of Kansas Medicaid ABD FY 2012 ED Visits Among SMI and non-

SMI Beneficiaries Using NYU ED Algorithm 

 

 
ABD: aged, blind, disabled 

SMI: severe mental illness 

ACS: ambulatory care sensitive 
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Table 3: Logistic Regression of Any ED Visit Among Kansas Medicaid ABD Beneficiaries 

in FY 2012 

 

Variable  AOR 95% CI p-value 

     

SMI  1.67 1.60-1.74 <0.001 

Age 45-64 1.87 1.79-1.96 <0.001 

 65+ 1.52 1.45-1.58 <0.001 

Gender Female 1.27 1.22-1.32 <0.001 

Race 

White 

(reference) 1.00 ---------  

 Black 1.38 1.38-1.45 <0.001 

 Other 0.79 0.73-0.85 <0.001 

Any PCP visit (FY2011)  2.21 2.10-2.33 <0.001 

CDPS (FY2011)  1.50 1.48-1.53 <0.001 

Urban  1.05 1.01-1.09 0.013 

Medicare Dual Eligibility 0.91 0.88-0.94 <0.001 
AOR, adjusted odds ration; CI, confidence interval 

*race was specified in model as black or other, with white as the reference group 

ABD: aged, blind, disabled 

SMI: severe mental illness 

PCP: primary care provider 

CDPS: chronic illness and disability payment system 
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Table 4: Conditional Logistic Regression of Avoidable (ACS) ED Visit FY2012 

 

Variable  AOR 95% CI p-value 

y=ACS ED 

visit (0,1)     

SMI  0.94 0.89-0.99 0.390 

Age 45-64 0.95 0.88-1.03 0.190 

 65+ 1.04 0.97-1.11 0.316 

Gender, Female 1.14 1.08-1.19 <0.001 

     

Race 

White 

(reference) 1.00 ---------- <0.001 

 Black 1.16 1.09-1.24 <0.001 

 Other 1.08 0.95-1.23 0.245 

Any PCP 

(FY2011)  1.13 1.04-1.24 0.006 

CDPS (FY2011) 1.10 1.08-1.12 <0.001 

Urban  0.93 0.88-0.98 0.006 

Medicare Dual Eligibility 0.97 0.92-1.03 0.327 
Adjusted OR, odds ration; CI, confidence interval 

*race was specified in model as black or other, with white as the reference group 

ACS: ambulatory care sensitive 

ABD: aged, blind, disabled 

SMI: severe mental illness 

PCP: primary care provider 

CDPS: chronic illness and disability payment system 
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Chapter 5: Types of Ambulatory Care Sensitive Emergency Department 

Visits Among Kansas Medicaid Beneficiaries with and without Severe 

Mental Illness 

 

Introduction  

Non-urgent use of the emergency department (ED) has significant repercussions 

throughout the healthcare system. Individuals who utilize the ED for inappropriate 

services or for conditions that could have been prevented tie up limited resources and 

staff intended for trauma and true emergencies. Ambulatory Care Sensitive (ACS) ED 

visits can also contribute to overcrowding and in turn, unnecessary costs, and adverse 

health outcomes (Morganti et al., 2013; New England Healthcare Institute, 2010). ACS 

ED use may signal some type of system-wide problem related to access and use of 

primary care services. As reported by the 2011 National Health Interview Survey, 

approximately 79.9% of all adults who visited the ED did so because they did not have 

access to other providers (Gindi et al., 2012). Although the definitions of ACS ED 

utilization vary, prior research suggests that 50-75% of visits are avoidable (Billings, 

Parikh, & Mijanovich, 2000a; Liu et al., 1999).  

These high estimates of ACS ED utilization in combination with appropriate 

action, highlight the potential efficiency that could be gained by analyzing patterns of ED 

use. Nationwide there is a strong interest in reducing unnecessary ED utilization, 

particularly as healthcare costs continue to rise (Center for Medicaid & CHIP Services, 

2014). Although the research surrounding ACS ED use has recently expanded, the 

majority of studies analyze factors contributing to avoidable ED utilization or measure 
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the rate of ACS visits (Begley et al., 2006; DeLia, 2006; McWilliams et al., 2011; Sarver et 

al., 2002). Predictors of ACS ED utilization identified thus far include Medicaid 

beneficiaries, females, African Americans, and those with primary care access barriers 

(Cunningham et al., 1995; Liu et al., 1999; Lowthian et al., 2013; Matteson et al., 2008; 

Tang et al., 2010). These studies however, did not stratify visits by condition or 

diagnosis, leaving much to be learned about how to prevent or manage these 

individuals before they reach the ED. Within the category of ACS ED visits it is unclear if 

particular chronic conditions are more common than others. Researchers have not 

investigated ACS diagnoses as a subset of ED visits. Without knowing this information, it 

is difficult to strategize ways in which to eliminate or reduce these particular types of ED 

visits.  

Along with learning more about ACS visits through diagnosis codes, there is also 

a need to evaluate ACS ED utilization of high-risk subpopulations such as individuals 

covered by Medicaid. The ACS visit rate for adults with Medicaid increased from 66.4 

per 1,000 beneficiaries in 1999 to 83.9 in 2007 (Tang et al., 2010). This fact points to the 

growing problem of ACS visits within the Medicaid population but does not provide 

insight into the variation within this group of individuals.  There is reason to believe that 

Medicaid beneficiaries with severe mental illness (SMI) would have different patterns of 

ACS ED use than beneficiaries without SMI. Individuals with SMI have high-rates of co-

occurring chronic conditions and are twice as likely to experience barriers to primary 

care such as cost or access, and are high users of outpatient care, including the ED 

(Berren et al., 1999; Dickerson et al., 2003; Druss & Rosenheck, 1998; Salsberry et al., 
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2005; J. Sokal et al., 2004). We would expect SMI individuals, therefore, to also have 

high ACS utilization when compared to those without SMI.   

While research in the area of ACS ED utilization thus far enhances our 

understanding of the extent of the problem, it fall short in detailing the specific nature 

of ACS visits through diagnosis codes for a known, high-risk group. Knowing the clinical 

reason for ACS ED visits is a necessary component of reducing them as these data can 

direct prevention efforts and resources in the most appropriate direction. Gaining 

diagnosis specific information that reveals common conditions underlying ACS ED visits 

is one area of research needed in the field. 

In a recent observational study, we found that approximately 40% of all ED visits 

during FY2012 for the Kansas Medicaid aged, blind, and disabled ABD population were 

classified as ACS. Both individuals with SMI and non-SMI beneficiaries experienced high 

rates of ACS ED visits. Although the presence of SMI did not increase the likelihood or 

the chance of an ACS ED visit, it is still important to further evaluate the clinical 

differences between SMI and non-SMI emergency service utilization. That is, we have 

yet to discover if there is variation among the types of conditions that led to ACS visits 

between SMI and non-SMI groups. In order to reduce ACS utilization and accurately 

reduce unnecessary ED visits, we must first analyze the specific reasons beneficiaries are 

utilizing the ED.  If there are differences in the types of ACS ED visits for SMI or non-SMI 

beneficiaries, then policies and procedures should reflect those differences and target 

individuals based on these findings. The primary objective of our study addressed this 

issue and attempted to determine the most frequently occurring clinical reasons for ACS 
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ED visits by diagnosis within a Kansas Medicaid population and to determine if these 

visits differed among beneficiaries with and without SMI. 

Methods 

Study Design 

 The study was a retrospective, cross-sectional analysis of FY2012 fee-for-service 

claims provided by the Kansas Department of Health and Environment, Department of 

Health Care Finance (KDHE). For this analysis, we focused on the clinical reasons for ACS 

ED visits only. Claims associated with ED visits that were considered appropriate were 

not included in our evaluation. 

Study Cohort 

The claims we analyzed were from Kansas Medicaid ABD beneficiaries over the 

age of 18, with continuous eligibility during FY2012. The study cohort was divided into 

individuals with SMI and individuals without SMI based on the state’s statutory 

definition of serious mental illness (Kansas Department of Health and Environment, 

2012). The SMI group contained beneficiaries with at least one ICD-9 diagnosis for 

schizophrenia (295.XX), bipolar and major depressive disorders (296.xx), delusional 

disorders (297.xx), psychosis NOS (298.xx), personality disorders (301.22, 301.83), and 

post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (309.81).   

The non-SMI group contained all other ABD beneficiaries without one of the 

above-mentioned ICD-9 codes.  These individuals included, in particular, beneficiaries 

with intellectual and developmental disabilities, physical disabilities, those who were 

aged and other unclassified individuals (Shireman et al., 2013). Our non-SMI subgroup, 
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therefore did not contain the remainder of Kansas Medicaid, e.g. mothers and children, 

but the rest of the ABD population only.  

Approval 

 Our study was approved by the University of Kansas School of Medicine Human 

Subjects Committee IRB with HIPAA waiver. We obtained access to the claims through a 

data use agreement with the Kansas Department of Health and Environment. 

Outcome Variables 

The outcome variable of interest for the study was ACS ED visit diagnosis during 

FY2012. ED visits were identified from physician service claims with HCPCS codes for ED 

visits (99281, 99282, 99283, 99284, 99285) (Research Data Assistance Center, 2012).  

Revenue codes are also occasionally used to identify emergency care; however, this field 

was not available in the Kansas Medicaid claims we had and was therefore not used in 

our study.  

We measured ACS ED visit diagnosis using ICD9 codes and the New York 

University ED algorithm (Billings et al., 2000b). We first identified ACS visits using the 

algorithm. We selected only ED visits that fell into the algorithm categories of non-

emergent, primary care treatable, and emergent avoidable as these are considered ACS. 

The algorithm assigns visits a probability of falling into a type of category of ED visit. Our 

decision rules placed ED visits into a category based on highest percentage category. For 

example, a visit with the following probabilities (non-emergent: 0.25, primary care 

treatable: 0.70, emergent avoidable: 0.05) would be classified as primary care treatable. 

In the case of ties, we took a conservative approach and categorized the visit into the 
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most emergent group possible (emergent avoidable followed by primary care treatable, 

followed by non-emergent). 

For each of the three ACS categories (non-emergent, primary care treatable, 

avoidable), we then analyzed the top ten ICD9 codes for ED visits to determine the most 

frequent types of visits for both the SMI and non-SMI groups. 

Cohort Characteristics 

 Cohort characteristics included in our analysis were age (as of July 1, 2011), race 

(white, black, other), gender, dual Medicare eligibility (FY2012), CDPS, FY2011 primary 

care provider (PCP) utilization, and urban. 

 We computed the Chronic Illness & Disability Payment System (CDPS) from 

FY2011 as a measure of disease burden (Kronick et al., 2000). Primary care provider 

utilization was defined as having at least one PCP visit during FY2011. PCP visits were 

identified using NCQA’s Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set CPT codes 

for preventive or primary care visits, excluding eye exams (Agency for Healthcare 

Research and Quality, 2004). 

The urban variable was created by matching a beneficiary’s county to data from 

the US Census Bureau Urban and Rural Classification System (United States Census 

Bureau, 2014). Counties with 2,500 people or less were considered rural, while those 

over 2,500 were classified as urban.  

Data Analysis 

 The results are mostly descriptive in nature. Statistical analyses between 

subgroups were performed using Pearson Chi-Squared tests or t-tests as appropriate. All 
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analyses were performed using SPSS programs (version 22). A p-value of <0.05 was 

considered statistically significant.   

Results 

 The characteristics of the cohort of ABD beneficiaries who had an ACS ED visits in 

FY2012 are shown in table 1. There were 8,549 ABD beneficiaries with SMI and 15,369 

beneficiaries without SMI. The average age of beneficiaries with SMI was nearly 10 years 

lower than those without SMI. Over 92% of the SMI subgroup was under the age of 64 

compared to 75% of the non-SMI group. A higher percentage of those with SMI were 

white and female compared to the non-SMI group. However, a smaller proportion of the 

SMI group were dual Medicare beneficiaries than the non-SMI group. Individuals with 

and without mental health conditions had high rates of primary care visits, during 

FY2011 with both groups near 91%. Beneficiaries with SMI had a slightly higher disease 

burden than non-SMI individuals. Finally, we found that more individuals with SMI lived 

in urban Kansas.  

 Nearly half of all ACS visits were considered non-emergent visits for both 

subgroups (54.7% for SMI and 49.0% for non-SMI; Figure 1).  Emergent primary care 

treatable visits represented approximately 34.9% of ACS visits for the SMI group and 

37.1% of visits for the non-SMI group. Emergent avoidable visits were the smallest 

category consisting of 13.9% of SMI ACS visits and 10.4% of non-SMI visits. 

 Figure 2 shows the top 10 ICD9 codes for both subgroups for the emergent 

avoidable category of ED visits. In total, the top 10 diagnosis codes contributed over 

80% of visits for both non-SMI and SMI beneficiaries. Pneumonia was most common for 
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non-SMI, while convulsions (NEC) were most common for SMI. Approximately 16.9% of 

non-emergent visits for the SMI subgroup’s non-emergent visits were related to 

convulsions, compared to 10.8% for the group. The SMI group had lower pneumonia 

related visits (15.7% versus 21.8%) but nearly twice as many ED visits with asthma ICD9 

diagnosis codes. Other top types of visits in the non-emergent category for both 

subgroups included diabetes, chronic airway obstruction, and hyposmolality (SMI only).  

Figure 3 illustrates the top 10 diagnoses for ED visits deemed primary care 

treatable. The same ten ICD9 codes were most common for both subgroups. These ICD 

codes contributed to 59.3% of all primary care treatable ED visits for the non-SMI 

subgroup and 58.8% of all primary care treatable ED visits for the SMI subgroup. 

Abdominal related pain, unspecified and other specific sites, were the top two ICD9 

diagnosis codes for primary care treatable ED visits for the non-SMI group (23.4% of 

visits) and the SMI group (25.1%). Other frequent primary treatable visits for the non-

SMI and SMI subgroups were respiratory abnormalities (6.1%, 4.1%), painful respiration 

(5.7%, 6.6%), chest pain NEC (5.5%, 5.2%), acute bronchitis (4.2%, 3.5%), cellulitis of the 

leg (4.1%, 3.7%), bronchitis NOS (4.5%, 4.5%), abdominal pain epigastric (3.2%, 3.0%), 

and acute URI NOS (3.2%, 3.1%).   

 The final distribution of ACS visits, non-emergent visits, is shown in Figure 4. 

Over half of all visits in the emergent avoidable category for both subgroups were 

attributed to these 10 diagnoses codes.   Headache and migraine related ICD9 diagnoses 

contributed to 16.2% of the emergent avoidable category visits for non-SMI 

beneficiaries compared to 23.1% of the emergent avoidable category visits for SMI 
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beneficiaries. Other diagnoses that were prevalent in the emergent avoidable category 

regardless of mental health status were lumbago, dizziness and giddiness, nausea with 

vomiting, and cough. Urinary tract ED visits were lower for the SMI group (4.8% of 

avoidable category) compared to the non-SMI group (7.6%). Finally, 2.7% of emergent 

avoidable visits made by SMI beneficiaries were for dental disorders, which was not one 

of the ten most frequent diagnoses for non-SMI beneficiaries. Malaise and fatigue 

occurred for non-SMI but not SMI.  

Discussion 

 The purpose of our study was to evaluate the most frequent types of ACS ED 

visits among Kansas Medicaid beneficiaries and determine if visits differed among SMI 

and non-SMI beneficiaries. ACS ED visits consisted of non-emergent, primary care 

treatable, and emergent-avoidable trips to the ED. The non-emergent visits were the 

largest category in this group, comprising over half of all ACS visits for both the SMI and 

non-SMI subpopulations. 

 Each of the three ACS categories were highly driven by the top ten ICD9 

diagnosis codes (55-83%) revealing little variation among reasons for ACS ED visits, 

regardless of SMI status. Most top ICD9 codes for each ACS category were the same for 

the SMI and non-SMI group as well, indicating similar ACS ED utilization patterns among 

the entire cohort of Kansas ABD Medicaid beneficiaries.  

 Although our analysis evaluated ICD9 diagnosis codes among 3 categories of ACS 

visits, when we look across these categories, it becomes evident that particular 

conditions are widespread. When aggregated, all respiratory and asthma conditions 
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comprised 20.7% of SMI ACS visits and 19.5% non-SMI ACS visits. Other prevalent 

conditions across all three ACS categories were abdominal issues (10.4% SMI, 9.9% non-

SMI), and diabetes (2.5% SMI, 2.9% non-SMI). The frequency of these conditions helps 

identify the ACS ED problem and target populations for future policy initiatives. Such 

initiatives that have proven successful in the past include public education, nurse 

consulting and advice lines, hospital run urgent care clinics, and ED fast tracks (Cannon 

& Feldman, 2011; Center for Medicaid & CHIP Services, 2014; New England Healthcare 

Institute, 2010; The Advisory Board Company., 2015; Wild, 2015). Although cost sharing 

strategies have been discussed as a strategy to reduce ACS ED utilization, research has 

shown that within the Medicaid population, copayments do not alter avoidable 

emergency usage patterns (sSiddiqui, rRoberts, & Pollack, 2015). 

 Additionally, policymakers may want to focus their attention on the SMI group 

and their non-emergent dental disorder visits presented in this analysis. Research 

indicates that individuals with SMI are more likely to experience oral health problems in 

comparison to individuals without severe mental illness (Kisely, Baghaie, Lalloo, Siskind, 

& Johnson, 2015). Our findings confirm this notion and show that Medicaid beneficiaries 

with SMI are ending up in the ED for avoidable dental issues. Another recommended 

policy implication of our work includes evaluating current dental benefits, especially 

those for individuals with severe mental illness, in order to prevent them from using 

emergency services for their oral health care needs. 

 Elements of studies on the efficiency of ED utilization in Massachusetts and 

Washington can be compared to our results (Cannon & Feldman, 2011; Massachusetts 
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Division of Healthcare Finance and Policy, 2012). Both studies were all payer evaluations 

across multiple hospitals. The Massachusetts study used clinical conditions rather than 

ICD9 codes to identify common ACS visits and the Washington analysis used a pre-set 

list of avoidable conditions to determine ACS visits. Similar to our findings frequent 

clinical conditions in both studies included those related to pneumonia, respiratory 

issues, asthma, headache, and backache. The top 10 clinical conditions for the largest 

ACS category comprised 63.3% of non-emergent visits in the Massachusetts analysis, 

compared to 82.4%-83.0% in our results. This indicates less variation in types of ACS 

visits within our study which could be due to more narrowly defined population 

parameters. Although 87% of ACS visits in the Washington study were accounted for by 

ten primary diagnosis codes, the analysis omitted mental health and dental conditions, 

making it difficult to compare findings. Our evaluation adds to this literature by 

demonstrating that ACS ED visits by the ABD Medicaid population do not differ 

substantially from that of other payer groups. Furthermore, variation within Medicaid 

by SMI does not appear to alter clinical reasons for ACS visits to the ED. 

Strengths of our study include the use of an established and accepted algorithm 

to evaluate diagnosis codes among ACS ED visits for a high-risk subpopulation (Ballard et 

al., 2010; Gandhi & Sabik, 2014; Jones et al., 2013; Smulowitz et al., 2010). The 

algorithm has been used in multiple other studies to quantify the extent of avoidable ED 

use and is accepted by health services researchers as a valid tool used to measure 

appropriate ED utilization but it has seldom been used as a tool to segregate visits by 

diagnosis (Begley et al., 2006; DeLia, 2006). Furthermore, unlike other studies, this 
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analysis compared types of ACS ED use among Kansas Medicaid beneficiaries with and 

without SMI.  By investigating utilization for a vulnerable population within a high-risk 

subgroup (Tang et al., 2010), this investigation provides additional insight into the 

reasons why patients are using the ED inappropriately and contributing to the high cost 

of healthcare and excessive utilization.  

 Despite its strengths, there are also weaknesses to this study design that may 

impact the findings. It should be noted that the results of the study are specific to 

Kansas Medicaid and may not be entirely applicable to other insurance groups. 

However, the high prevalence of SMI within other state Medicaid programs does make 

our findings relevant to a broader audience, including other state Medicaid programs 

(The Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured, 2011). The use of 

administrative claims data and ICD-9 codes can be problematic as their accuracy is 

subject to human error (O'Malley et al., 2005). The identification of the SMI cohort is 

tied to primary ICD-9 code only and could be slightly higher or lower than indicated. As 

mentioned, we identified ED visits using HCPCS codes only. It is possible that some ED 

visits were not included in the cohort since revenue codes were unavailable.  

Conclusion 

 Our results show there was a substantial overlap in ACS ED diagnosis codes 

among SMI and non-SMI beneficiaries during FY2012. For both subgroups, the majority 

of visits were concentrated among the top ICD9 diagnosis codes, and particularly among 

respiratory conditions, asthma, and pneumonia.  
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 If policymakers wish to decrease ACS ED visits, it seems reasonable to target 

both SMI and non-SMI Medicaid beneficiaries with these conditions. Additionally, 

smoking prevention and other interventions that delay or properly manage the 

progression of these conditions would possibly result in fewer ACS ED visits as well.  

Since respiratory conditions, asthma, diabetes, pneumonia, and headache/migraine 

constitute a large percentage of ACS visits across all categories, there is considerable 

potential to curb unnecessary ED visits associated with these types of diagnoses by 

focusing on beneficiaries with these conditions or those at risk for developing them in 

the future.  
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Table 1: Characteristics of Non-SMI and SMI Medicaid ABD Beneficiaries with ED visits 

FY2012 

 
SMI: severe mental illness 

ABD: aged, blind, and disabled 

PCP: primary care provider 

CDPS: chronic illness and disability payment system 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Non-SMI SMI p-value 

N Beneficiaries  15,369 8,549  

     

Age (mean)  52.8 43.9 <0.001 

    <0.001 

Age 19-44 29.3% 48.4%  

 45-64 46.0% 44.6%  

 65+ 24.7% 7.0%  

Race     

 White 74.9% 81.8% <0.001 

 Black 20.8% 15.4%  

 Other 4.3% 2.8%  

     

Gender    <0.001 

 Female 61.0% 68.2%  

Dual Medicare  53.5% 48.1% <0.001 

     

FY2011 PCP  90.6% 91.9% <0.001 

FY2011 mean 

CDPS  2.08 2.20 <0.001 

Urban  56.1% 61.8% <0.001 
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Figure 1: Distribution of Kansas Medicaid ABD FY2012 ACS ED Visits by SMI Status 

According to NYU ED Algorithm 
 

 
 

ABD: aged, blind & disabled 

ACS: ambulatory care sensitive 

SMI: severe mental illness 

PCT: primary care treatable 
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Figure 2: Top 10 ICD9 Codes for Emergent-Avoidable Visits FY2012 

 

 
 

 ABD: aged, blind, and disabled 

SMI: severe mental illness 

Pneumonia*: pneumonia, organism site not specified 

Chronic bronchitis**: obstructive chronic bronchitis with acute exacerbations 

NEC: not elsewhere classifiable 

Heart failure***: congestive heart failure, unspecified 

Diabetes II****: diabetes II, other, not states as controlled 

Diabetes II*****: diabetes II without complications, uncontrolled 
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Figure 3: Top 10 ICD9 Codes for Primary Care Treatable Visits FY2012 

 

 
 

SMI: severe mental illness 

PCT: primary care treatable 

Abdominal*: abdominal pain unspecified site 

Abdominal**: abdominal pain other specified site 

NEC: not elsewhere classifiable 

NOS: site not specified 

Abdominal***: abdominal pain epigastric 

URI: upper respiratory infection 
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Figure 4: Top 10 ICD9 for Non-Emergent Visits FY2012 

 

  
 
SMI: severe mental illness 

NOS: site not specified 

Migraine*: migraine unspecified, without mention of status migrainosus 

NEC: not elsewhere classifiable 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

Summary of Findings  

This dissertation examined ACS ED utilization for Kansas Medicaid beneficiaries 

with severe mental illness, a nation-wide problem with quality and cost repercussions. 

We compared trends over the last six fiscal years for both ACS utilization and ED use 

between beneficiaries with SMI and without SMI to gain perspective on the extent of 

the problem and outline historical differences in avoidable ED utilization between these 

two groups. We examined SMI as a factor associated with ED and ACS utilization. And 

finally, we explored the diagnosis codes underlying the three categories of ACS visits for 

the SMI and non-SMI subgroups to determine if these populations’ avoidable trips to 

the ED were for different types of clinical conditions. Each of our analyses was drawn 

from Kansas Medicaid fee-for-service aged, blind, and, and disabled claims and used the 

New York University ED Algorithm to classify ED visits as ACS.  

In Chapter 3, we found that historical ED rates for a cohort of 35,828 ABD FFS 

Kansas Medicaid beneficiaries continuously enrolled from FY2007-FY2012 were twice as 

high for the SMI subgroup compared to the non-SMI subgroup each year. The number 

of visits increased gradually for each group over the study period, peaking in FY2010 for 

the non-SMI subgroup and in FY2011 for the SMI subgroup. The highest ED rates among 

the SMI group were for those beneficiaries who were female, African American, used 

primary care providers, and lived in urban environments. The same patterns held true 

for the non-SMI group in addition to high ED visit rates among beneficiaries between 
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the ages of 45-64. The lowest ED rates for both SMI and non-SMI groups were for those 

enrollees with no PCP visits. Historically, ACS ED levels did not rise, but decreased 

slightly, approximately 5.9% for the non-SMI group and 5.2% for the SMI group. Once 

unclassified visits were eliminated from our analysis the change in ACS visits was even 

smaller. Contrary to what we anticipated, the SMI population did not have higher ACS 

ED utilization in comparison to those without SMI. Although levels of ACS ED use do not 

appear to be increasing with the Kansas Medicaid ABD population, the overall rate is 

high enough to warrant concern. ACS trips to the ED ranged from 40.8% of visits to 

56.8% of total trips to the ED between FY2007-FY2012 depending on the inclusion of 

unclassified visits and SMI status of the subgroup. 

In Chapter 4 we discovered that nearly half of the SMI group (16,357 

beneficiaries) had at least one ED visit in F2012 compared to one-third of the non-SMI 

group (48,218 beneficiaries). Rates of ED visits and ACS ED visits in Chapter 4 differed 

from those presented in Chapter 3 due to differences in the study population. Results 

from Chapter 3 were based off a cohort that was continuously eligible for a six-year 

period, while the Chapter 4 only required one year of continuous enrollment in a cross-

sectional study design. This selection criteria resulted in an aging population, whose 

health was declining in Chapter 3. Thus ED and ACS ED utilization rates presented in 

FY2012 in Chapter 3 were different than those shown in Chapter 4. 

The percentages of ACS ED visits for the SMI and non-SMI group in Chapter 4 

were similar at 39.9% for the SMI group and 40.9% for the non-SMI group. Through 

logistic regression, we found that factors that significantly increased the likelihood of an 
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ED visit were SMI (OR 1.64, CI 1.58,1.71;P=<0.001), PCP use (OR 2.22, CI 2.11-2.33; 

P<0.001), female (OR 1.28, CI 1.23-1.32; P<0.001), black race (OR 1.38, CI 1.38-1.45; 

P<0.001), age 45-64 (OR 1.52, CI 1,45-1.58), age 65+ (OR 1.37, CI 1.22-1.32), relative to 

beneficiaries 18-44, and CDPS disease burden (OR 1.50, CI 1.48-1.53; P<0.001). Dual 

Medicare eligibility was associated with a decreased likelihood of an ED visit (OR 0.91, CI 

0.88-0.94). Results of the second logistic regression indicated that female gender (OR 

1.14, CI 1.08-1.20; P<0.001), black race (OR 1.16, CI 1.08-1.25; P<0.001), PCP use (OR 

1.13, CI 1.04-1.24; P<0.006) and CDPS disease burden (OR 1.10, CI 1.08-1.12; P<0.001) 

were associated with an increased likelihood of an ACS ED visit conditional on having an 

ED visit. For this regression model, SMI did not increase the likelihood for an ACS ED visit 

(OR 0.94, CI 0.89-0.99; P=0.390). 

In our third analysis, Chapter 5, we reviewed ICD9 codes within each of the three 

avoidable NYU ED Algorithm categories (emergent avoidable, primary care treatable, 

non-emergent) to determine top clinical reasons for ACS ED among SMI and non-SMI 

Kansas Medicaid ABD beneficiaries using the same cross sectional sample as Chapter 4. 

The emergent-avoidable category comprised 13.9% of ACS visits for the non-SMI 

subgroup and 10.4% of ACS visits for the SMI subgroup. The emergent primary care 

treatable was the second largest ACS category at 37.1% of ACS visits for the non-SMI 

subgroup and 34.9% of ACS visits for the SMI subgroup. For both the non-SMI and SMI 

groups, the non-emergent category consisted of the highest percentage of visits at 

49.0% and 54.7%, respectively. Each of the three categories were highly driven by the 

top ten ICD9 diagnosis codes (55-83%), as were the order of diagnosis codes. 
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For the most part, the top ten ICD9 codes in each category overlapped between 

the two subgroups with the emergent-avoidable, emergent primary care treatable, and 

the non-emergent ACS categories. Prevalent conditions across the three ACS categories 

regardless of SMI status were respiratory issues, asthma, abdominal conditions, and 

diabetes.  

Policy and Research Implications 

 Although our analysis was limited to Kansas Medicaid ABD beneficiaries, our 

findings are relevant to a more general audience. Since Medicaid eligibility requirements 

include individuals with significant needs such as SMI, Medicaid is the largest single 

payer of mental health services. Mental illness is also twice as common in Medicaid 

enrollees compared to the general population (The Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and 

the Uninsured, 2011). For these reasons, our results are important to other state 

Medicaid programs. ED utilization and ACS ED use among the Medicaid SMI subgroup is 

not exclusive to the state of Kansas but is applicable to all Medicaid programs (The 

Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured, 2011). 

Our findings indicate that Kansas Medicaid ABD beneficiaries with and without 

SMI have ACS ED visit rates similar to insurance groups in other locations (Begley et al., 

2006; Delia & Cantor, 2009; Massachusetts Division of Healthcare Finance and Policy, 

2012; McWilliams et al., 2011). Although we did not find our population to have a 

different level of ACS ED use, it is still of concern due to the efficiency consequences and 

high cost associated with avoidable ED utilization (Delia & Cantor, 2009; Morganti et al., 

2013; Weinick et al., 2010). This dissertation begins to explain the ACS ED crisis within 
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Kansas Medicaid by explaining patterns, trends, and associations of utilization between 

high-risk SMI and non-SMI beneficiaries.  

The SMI group did not have a higher percentage of total ACS visits in comparison 

to the non-SMI group, nor did SMI increase the likelihood of an ACS ED visit. However, 

the rate of ED visits per 1,000 persons was consistently double that of the non-SMI 

group for seven consecutive years. In other words, beneficiaries with SMI are not using 

the ED more for avoidable reasons but they are using it more frequently on a person 

level. To build on these results, one of the next steps would be to further dissect SMI 

and non-SMI visits by ACS frequency. Exploring the distribution of ACS ED visits would 

explain if the high percentage of avoidable trips to the ED were driven by “frequent 

fliers” or super users or if utilization was more prevalent across the population. If the 

distribution of ACS visits were highly driven by a small handful of beneficiaries, policy 

changes and interventions would be much more targeted and specific than if utilization 

was more widespread. This idea is already being implemented in the state of Maine 

through their ED Medicaid Health Homes for super-utilizers, and in Hennepin County 

Medical Center’s ED onsite ambulatory clinic (America's Essential Hospitals, 2013; 

Center for Medicaid & CHIP Services, 2013).  

Since SMI was not associated with an increase in ACS ED use, there is still a need 

to uncover factors that contribute to avoidable emergency department use if reducing 

this type of utilization continues to be a goal in the healthcare arena. Aside from 

Medicaid coverage, gender, and African American race, research in this area is lacking 

and inconclusive. Within Kansas Medicaid, factors such as home and respite care, which 
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is provided to some but not all ABD beneficiaries, may impact an individual’s choice to 

visit the ED for an avoidable reason. A mixed methods study including caregiver 

interviews or information detailing environmental factors in combination with claims 

data may uncover richer data leading to a more comprehensive understanding of the 

decision process underlying ED utilization. 

This dissertation also helped to reveal a relationship between ACS ED visits and 

primary care utilization for the Kansas Medicaid population. PCP use increased over the 

seven-year study period and it was also associated with higher ED use and ACS ED use. 

We expected an inverse relationship between ACS ED use and PCP utilization. Our 

results could be due to a number of factors including the rising disease burden of the 

population as shown by the CDPS. Further research is needed in this area to determine 

if the number, type, location, and time of PCP visits influences ACS ED visits. Looking at 

the distribution of PCP utilization from a categorical rather than a binary perspective, for 

example, may offer additional insight into some of our findings and help decipher if 

frequent ED and ACS ED users are driving the connection as is described in the literature 

(LaCalle & Rabin, 2010). This could also include more detailed analyses that evaluate 

area community mental health centers (CMHCs) services and resources and associated 

avoidable emergency department utilization.  

The issue of primary care ties into another noteworthy conclusion. Our 

longitudinal analysis showed that over a six-year period a high percentage of ABD 

beneficiaries are visiting a PCP. This indicates that primary care may be a viable and 

appropriate way to reach beneficiaries. The prevalence of asthma and respiratory 
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conditions, abdominal issues, and diabetes were the leading diagnosis codes for both 

SMI and non-SMI beneficiary’s ACS ED visits. These are the conditions that should be 

targeted in order to reduce avoidable ED visits.  Although our analysis demonstrates 

that strategies focused on PCP access may not be the most appropriate avenues to 

improve ACS ED utilization, other proven methods such as patient education, ED fast 

tracks, hospital run urgent care clinics and nurse consulting lines may be efficient 

approaches for policymakers to pursue. 
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